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HAZEL HENDERSON is
an internationally recog-
ruzcd futurist, author, acti-
vist and lecturer. IIer work
in alternative economics
and technology has earned
her an llonorary Doctorate
of Science from Worches-
ter Polpechnic Institutc.
She is Dircctor of the
Altemativc Futurcs Programrne at the University of Florida, a
director of thc \['orldwatcn Institute, an advisor to the
Cousteau Socicty and ttre Calvert Social Investment Fund. Her

artides have appcared in over 200 joumals and she has
lectlned in more than 20 natiors. Her books Crcnting
Abrnotitc Ftttrcs: Thc cnd of Ecoaomics atd Thc
Politi* of thc Solu Agc: Abcrtstipcs to Economics
have challenged traditional economic and political
thinking and provided well worked our alternative
pathways. Her P.B.S. TV series entided Crcating
Abrnotitc F*ttrcs involved discussions with person-
alities such as Alvin Toffier, Dr. Fritjof Capra, Dr.
fean Houston, Dr. Robcrt Muller, ]ohn Naisbitt and

others. Hcr view of our future includes a healthy ecology,
human-scale economics and cxpanded participation in the
processes that create our future.

PUBLIC LECTURES
April 28, 1989

7:00 p.m. to l0:00 p.m.

Medical Sciences Auditorium
I Kings College Crescent, near Oueen's Park

COTFERETCE
April 29, 1989 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

April 30, 1989 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Mechanical Building, Room 102
5 King's College Road, near Oueens Park
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Dr. WILLIAM IRWIN THOMI,SON, one of the leading
thinkers of our time, is an author and cultural historian-.
His books probe the edges of contemporary culture, always
sceking the deeper pattem beneath the surface of histori-
cal events. Born in Chicago, Dr. Thompson received his
Ph.D from Comell University and has taught at Comell,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, York Ifniversity
and the University of Syracuse. In 1973 he established the
Lindisfamc Association as a contemplativc educational
centre devoted to the study and rcalization of a new plane-
tary culture. His lyrical scholorship has contributed to the
regrounding of science in the sacred. His books include
At thc Edgc of History, Passagcs About Earth, Dorkncss
snd Sctttcrcd Light, tnd Thc Timc Falling Bod.ies Tnhi to
Light. Pacific Slllr, published in 1986, is a brilliantly
provocative exploration of wherc wc stan!, and how we rnight
fall, as a culture. It builds on an ecological understanding of
the self to illuminate the entire canvas of the historical situ-

ation, fn his most recent book
called Gnia, A Wry of
Knowing, Dr. Thompson edits
an anthology of writing by
Lindisfarne fellows exploring
the political implications of
the new biology and draws his
own iruights into our common
future. To be released in April
1989, his ncw book Imaginnry
L*ndscapc, will examine scien-
tific and artistic dimensions
of culture and prescnt images
of a *new world narrative." Dr.
Thompson presents a thought-

provoking and visionary synthesis that gives us a new under-
standing of ourselves, our past and the possible future for our
culture. He currcndy lives in Switzcrland.
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When Mabel and Fred got married, the minister declared them one. No sooner
were the bonded pair alone than Fred declared to Mabel, "Now Mabel, you and I
are one, but always remember: I'm the one!"

For too long we have becn brainwashed with images of the macho ramboesque
male. We have let ourselves be motivated by competition, winning and excelling
at the expense of the other guy. We have all seen or read the "success technology
books" that tell us that the key to success is to trample all over someone else.
Now we feel uneasy when Wall Street and William Salfire urge on us the ethics of
greed allied with the science of "the selfish gene."

1.5 million divorce cases in the United States last year bear testimony that per-
sonal partnerships do not come easily. The controversy around the Canada-US
Free Trade Pact and the "Rule Britannia" stance of Thatcherdom in the UK
towards Project '92 in Europe (and scores of more violent examples) show that
international partnerships do not come easily either. Neither does the human's
partnership with the planet and all of life come easily - as Time Magazine's Planet
ofthe Year issue pointed out.

Those who seek to care for more than themselves seem caught between the
options of "fighting for the right" and becoming another combatant or seeking to
avoid struggle and placing their own sanctity above others. Is there a middle way?
This challenging tension is what writers in this issue mean by the seemingly innoc-
uous word "partnership."

The depth exercise of partnership requires vulnerability, absurd openness, the
willingness to hear other perspectives, a mix of integrity and unselfishness, and a
decision to "see the god or goddess" in the other. These qualities don't come
across the counter ataT-ll store nor do schools and universities go out oftheir
way to nufture them.

But authentic partnership is possible. This issue explores some aspects of the
partnership society. Riane Eisler's sentinel work Tle Cfialice and Tle Blade has
been an eye-opener to many of its readers on the danger of a dominator society
and the need for a pannership model. In this issue Riane shows how feminine val-
ues must be embedded in both men and women if we are ro deal with the violence
of society. Willis Harman puts the partnership principle in the context of whole
system mind change. Chandralekha,
out of the wisdom of Indian dance and
martial arts, describes the possibilities
of a partnership with one's own body
while Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan
present partnership as a foundational
dynamic in the evolution of our micro-
bial forebears. Vivian Walker and
David Ruben Piqtoukun remind us of
the modcrn wisdom of ancient cultures
in relating to the earth. Brian Griffith,
Abd El Rahman and Keith Packard
give us practical examples of the
importance of dialogue. Pa t i cl tll bu I I u tra cl i n g 3 0 co un t ry ci rcu I a tio n

Recently, the staff of Edges said farewell to Patrick Mbullu. Patrick was our
meticulous circulation manager, and will be working as liaison for Kenyan devel-
opment in the United Kingdom. We will greatly miss his humour and expertise.

We look forward to your comments on this issue.

Brian Stanfield

*
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Appreclatlon
Please provide

me with an
annual subscrip-
tion to Edge s. I
am not clear why
I have not linked
into your network ear-
lier, but if your September issue is a sam-
ple of your output I need to be
connected. I would appreciate informa-
tion about membership.

Dr. Walter G. Hardwick
Vancouver, B.C.

DNA's lncredible Stability
[Ed.: DNA aolccttbs an "incredibly stabla,u
aot "iacrdibll azstablc" as ?inrcd il oar
anich tl{ctzbraacs atd .t[1tl last issac. Tlis
@as a ry?ograplical erron Oar apologies go
to aatlor Jcan Houston and to biohgists atd
otlcn olo may laoc bun confuscd,J

Nature of Partnering
What happens when we look at paft-

nership not only as a noun but also as an
active verb, sometlkg oc do, like breath-
ing and walking and answering rhe
phone? Then we recognize that it can
happen all of thc time, with evcryone
with whom wc interact and in multiple
settings. If each person or group of people
that we encounter is perceived as an Ally,
we can begin to work together.

While the immediate image rhat
might arisc from the word "partnering" is
a lifelong commitment of too people, a
woman and a man, this is only one possi-
ble image among many. A particular
forrn" whether it be marriage or contract
or social custon\ does not guarantee part-
nership, for partnership describes apra-
crss, not a form. All social interaction has
the possibility of partnership, of mutual
respect and empowerment, of recognition
of commitment to one another and to a
common good. However, whenver, and
wherever it happens, it can be recognized
because everyone involved grows toward
health and creativiry.

While partnering is not "easy," it is
deeply satisrying, which we all experience
when a challenge has been fully met. And
it offers pleasure so deep that it can
indeed become addictive.

Robin Van Doren
Ojai, California

Membershlp
I was able to peruse your magazine in

December. Congratulations on a quality
magazine.

Enclosed please find a cheque for a
year's membership to ICA.

Ann Anderson
Toronto, Onario

Mexico
Conlerence
I havc been

conference in Oaxtcpec was symbolic,
The place, the site and the location on
the globe was as important for me as any-
thing that happened. The mystery and
the symbolic nature of that sacred site
was a setting for a great happening. Most
participants experienced the gathering
as life-giving, healing, and rejuvenating.

It was a privilege to be with people
from many nations engaged in thinking
through the practics ofncw forms ofeco-
nomics, development, learning, and spi-
rituality. There is much strength for me
in knowing that I am a part of a global
community of people spread round the
earth being its care. I am encouraged to
continue the process of discovery. And
it's so inspiring to know that there are
many more people in thc world that are
living out their own care. That care was
made evident by the people that were
present in Oaxtcpec and I am grateful to
have been a part of it.

It was apparenr by the participation
and sharing that took place in Oaxtepec
that ncw life can be found amidst chaos.
Familiar structures may change, evcn fall
away, but the spirit that gives life to
those structures continues on to create
new structures, new forms which care for
the planet. I choose to live within that
creativity, to bc that spirit I know, in
Hermann Hesse's words, as "the lcague
of history."

Robert Lanphear
Seattle, Washington

[Ed.: Ttc @ctrt relrrred to abooc oas tic
Otr Common Ffitre Coaferatc s?onsorcd
b1 ICA: ,ll{e*ico in coajtaction @itt ICA
Intcraartonal. It oas lcld I?-Zi Nooazbcr
il Oaxtprc, I{orclos, 90 miautes dive from
ll{ttico Ciry. It oas attcadcd b7 500 pcople
from 30 nations.J

Hong Kong Gonnection
Thank you for your continued efforts

at holding up the planet. I am a Hong
Kong resident where the thrust of life is
busy and hectic with little time given to
reflective pursuits, particularly in the
written word,. (Tai-Cli and hill-walking
are another mattcr.)

However, I enjoy Edgcs and, am intro-
ducing the magazine ro different people.
In the meantime, keep us on the edge of
our seats.

Stuart Hampton
Hong Kong

An Unseen Force
It is a joy to express our apprcciation

for the dedicated efforts thar you and
your organization have been making
towards world peace. You must be feeling,
as we do, tremendous satisfaction and a
profound sense of relief at the dramatic
strides our world family has taken in the
Past year towards permanent peace.
What is all the more remarkable is that
the leaders most instrumental for the
onset of world peace are themselves quirc
mystified as to the underlying reason for
this unprecedented transformation.
Ronald Reagan told reportcrs in Moscow,
"There is no way I really can explain how
I came to be here. I never expected to bc
here." And Mikhail Gorbachev report-
edly remarked that an "unseen force"
was bringing them together,

Congratulations for all of your work
which has contributed to the rise of world
peace. I look forward to furthcr commu-
nication and cooperation.

Best wishes for growing peace and
prosperity.

Joseph Pardo,
Washington, D.C.

[Ed-: Papcrs on ooild peacc ara aoailabk
from llIr. Pardo. Wria Edgcs for tis
addrcss.J

Power In Gtoups
For years groups havc lived under thc

illusion that a group is based on the
power some have had over others.
"Nicholas and Alexandra" on television
disclosed oncc again the profound truth
that no one has power unless it's given by
those over whom it's exercised. Leaders
are madc by people who follow. When
people stoppcd obeying, "Nicky" was no
longer Czar. ("A game is won only whcn
all the players acknowledge it and stop
playing. Otherwise it's nor over." - Finitc
and l$initc Gamx, lames P. Carse.) Since
structures that could exercise "power" or
"authority" are disappearing, people
have to find some other basis for group
relatedness. At Oaxtepec we discovered
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the four levels of interchange (recogniz-
ing, listening, learning, resolving) to be an
effective mode of relating, and one that
will get us into the future. We don't need
to tcll each other what to do. But we do
need to account to cach other, learn from
each other, and cooperate on large-scale
efforts.

John Epps
Kuala Lumpur

Love this magazine, I have promised
myself to attempt the crossword. Be
kindl

Kate Sr Clair
Phoenix, fuizona

Deep Ecotogy
The editorial staff at New Science

Library and Shambhala Publications
wcre delighted to read the September
issue of Edges. You recognize thc urgcnt
need for all of us to realize our connec-
tion with our natural environment, which
is not separate from ourselves. But at the
same time you point out that to realize
this deep connection transforms all our
relationships, including those embodied
in our economic systems.

It is a tremendously positive.sign that
leaders of nations and political parties
which have been so opposed towards
each other for so many decades are
beginning to sing the same tune: "protect
the environment." But, as you point out
in your "Letter from Gaia" it is impor-
tant that this, too, does not become just
more human business, and that we do not
now think, in our arrogance, that we are
going to save the Earth. Perhaps it is bet-
ter to acknowledge that the Earth can
replenish itself, if we can live in harmony;
that harmony is the protector of the
Earth. As His Holiness the Dalai Lama
frequently says, "'We are tourists on this
planet; let us not leave a big mess
behind."

I am writing this letter to say that
New Science Library, Shambhala
Publications supports and wishes to fur-
ther the effort of what has been called
"deep" ecology, or perhaps we could bet-
ter say "spiritual" ecology. We are there-
fore proposing to initiate a new series,
under the New Science Library imprint.
We would be happy to receive manu-
$cripts along these lines, which could be
addressed directly to myself. Following is
a statement of intent of the series:

"The basis of a movement known as

'deep ecology' which might also be called
'spiritual ecology' is the view that all spe-
cies are interconnected, forming a web of
life which shares the same atmosphere,
the same oceans and forests, the same
weather patterns, which live in a whole-
some way on the same planet only

through interdependence. It is the view
that the human species is part of this
complex web and cannot exist separately
from it, nor ultimately dominate it. But
human arrogance, in combination with a
mistaken metaphysics has led to aliena-
tion from the Earth, alienation between
our thoughts and our bodies, between our
bodies and the Earth, between us and
other species. Until this fundamental ali-
enation and division is healed, there can
be no solutions to the ecological and envi-
ronmental problems affecting the Earth.
As Trungpa says, "Human beings
destroy their ecology at the same time as
they destroy one another. From that per-
spective, healing our society goes hand in
hand with healing our personal, elemen-
tal connection with the phenomenal
world.

"Such healing is only possible through

profound re-education: education at the
level of vision to change the public's ways
of thinking, to bring about a deep sense
of the interconnectedness of all life; at
the practical level to educate about con-
templative methods that can help us to
feel our interconnectedness, to be able to
feel the pain of what is actually happen-
ing to the Eanh at this point, and to gen-
erate the compassion needed to restore
wholesomeness; and at the action level to
show how we can proceed with this
understanding, to protect the Earth, and
to restore balance to the human presence
within the global ecosystem. Such re-
education is the purpose of the Ecology
Series."

Jeremy Hayward
New Science Library

P.O. Box 308
Boston, Mass. 02117, USA

Prime
performance
through
participation

BUILDING COMMITMENT FOR THE LONG HAUL

achieving consensus

team building

action planning

Ieadership development

group input

20 years of experience in:
Conference facilitation
Organizational planning

Human resource development

ICA program consultants:
Robert Rafos, Jo Nelson, Sandra Rafos

ICA Canada
577 Kingston Road
Toronto, Ontario M4E 1R3 Telephone (4I6) 69I-23 l6
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APPROAGHES THAT WORK

A new book on collaborative

innovations in rural develop-

ment featuring a large variety

of rural development projects

underway in 50 countries, and

the approaches that make them
effective. The book focuses on

the 'how to's' that enable long-

term sustainable rural develop-

ment to happen, from the per-

spective of practitioner,

researcher and policy-maker.

Sections:

o Dialogue with lscal lnitiatives

o Emerging Development
Trends

o lmplicatiorls for Development
Practitionerc

Contributors:
Goran Hyden
Mildred Robbins and Glen Leet
Hendrik Van der Heijden
Marja-Liisa Swantz
Willis Harman

Published by K.G. Saur
Munchen. New York. London.
Paris. '1988. Ca. 340 pages
Softcover. DM 49.00
lsBN 3-598-21046-9

Available from ICA Brussels
hddress on p.47)

PERU: THE SPACE BETWE,EN
Gulded Intercultural Llfe Experlence
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Whole System

e think of it as

axiomatic today that we

are dealing with one common

future on one common planet where

everything is interacting with everything else. We do not have any

illusions about the economy being separate from the arms race being

separate from the environment or development or national securiry or

education. Everything is connected to everything else.

That is a commonplace observation.

by WiIIis Harman
Dr. Willis Harman is president of the lnstitute of Noetic Sciences. For fifteen years he was senior social scientist at Stanford
Research lnstitute where he worked on long-term strategic planning and policy analysis for a broad sector of organizations.
He is also emeritus professor of engineering and economic systems at Stanford, a member of the Board of Regents at the
University of California, and the author of many books, including An lncomplete Guide to the Fulure and Global Mind
Change. He is one of the practical visionaries of our times. The following is a transcript of a talk given by Dr. Harman to an

international group in Mexico in November 1988. Global Mind Change: The Promise ol the Last Yearc of the Twentieth
Centuty by Willis Harman is published by Knowledge Systems lnc., 1988 in cooperation with the lnstitute of Noetic
Sciences. Available from Knowledge Systems !nc.,7777 W. Morris St., lndianapolis lN 46231, USA.



Mind Change

There are deeper-level forces operating that are not

dealt with if we simply plant trees to replace the ones that were

cut down; because it is part of our common mindset that cutting

down trees is good for the economy, and planting trees is a drain on the

economy. In the same w4y, consuming more and more things that we

don't need is presumed to be good for the economy, while educating our

children is perceived as a drain on the economy. It is with that level of

confused thinking that we have to deal. The actions that are required are

not enough. There is a change of mind that has to go with those actions

and that means a change in the whole system. We have to look at this

interacting system as a unicy and recognize that it is not only an

interconnected system; it is a self-organizing,living system with certain

characteristics. If we do projects and plan policies without taking those

characteristics into account, we will get the same

\

results that we have gotten in the past: frustration

and disappointment.

a"j

\\-__
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One of the characteristics of a system
is that there are no simple cause and
effect relationships. If I push on my desk
and cause it to move across the floor, we
all understand that there is a cause;
namely, me, and an effect; the table
moves. But systems do not behave in that
way. For example: I am a syslem. If I get
some sort of illness or disease we typically
think that the disease is caused by a bac-
teria or virus. So I take an antibiotic to
eliminate the cause of the illness. We
have come to recognize that a response
like that does not necessarily solve the
problem. It may well be that my own
beliefs and attitudes are such that in my
work life or in my family life I engender a
situation of stress. I feel stressed in my
body. This incerferes with the function-
ing of my body's immune system and, as a

result, the bacteria and virus cause an ill-
ness that would be unlikely if my immune
system were functioning properly. The
cause was not so much the bacteria or the
virus, but rather my beliefs and attitudes.
It was the state of my mind.

Similarly, if we look carefully at the
total global system and its issues, we will
see that the causes that are apparent are
not the real causes. Ultimately the real
cause is the state of our mind; which
means the task is quite different from
that which we often undertake.

I
The power of our

consciousness is such that by

holding a vision in

consciousness, by affirming

the possibility of it, we begin

to behave differently.

I
Another characteristic of self-

organizing systems - systems with a lot
of feedback - is that they invariably
resist change. That is their nature. They
have stability. Any change is a threat to
that stability. Ifyou push on a system in
a particular place, you can expect that it
will resist the attempt to change it.
Therefore, we should not be surprised if
our policies to clean up the environment
don't result in the effects expected; or if

our development policies don't bring the
results expected. That is in the basic
nature of complex systems with feed-
back. It happens whether they are dead
systems or living systems. It is part of the
nature of things.

That does not mean that systems do
not change. Systems do evolve and do
seem to exhibit goal-directed change.
But simple cause-effect relations do not
hold. How, then, do we go about chang-
ing a system as complex as a society?
How does constructive change in a global
society come about? Much of the change
in history has come about because of
very particular, very specific, changes of
mind on behalf of vast numbers of peo-
ple. This change of mind is from victim
to adversary, from perceiving something
as a misfortune to perceiving it as an
injustice. An entire population may be
enslaved because of the power of the
political leader; or it may be enslaved
simply by its belief system, by the belief,
for example, that the people themselves
are unable to change anything. In other
words, for them, life is futl of misfortune;
it's very regrettable, but there's nothing
that can be done about it. That is the
state of mind of a victim. When the per-
ception of a situation shilts from victim
to adversary, misfortunes are reperceived
as injustices. From this point of view

V



is voice was unmistakable. Although we
hadn't talked in several years, I was sure it
was him immediately. After establishing that
it was really me, he said, "l need a favour."

Oh no, I thought. They're foreclosing on
the shopping centre and he wants my help
in arranging another loan. I decided, before
his sentence was even finished, I can't
afford the time off, I can't aflord the trip to
Chicago, and I can't afford the agony of
working on that damn shopping centre
again. I steadied myself to give this friend of
15 years a resolute NO.

"Floyd,' I started, "l just can't...' He inter-
rupted, "No, it's nothing like that. I need you
to sign a deed. We're refinancing the centre
with a much better mortgage and you and
me are the two names on the original deed.
Things go well. I don't need you to do any-
thing except sign the deed.'

I suppose my sigh of relief was audible
for he then laughed. "Things really are fine,"
he continued, "but the food store lady is
selling her share and we can get much bet-
ter loan terms.' lt's truly a miracle, I thought.
For once the shopping centre is good news.
And my mind wandered over a montage of
events and people...good and bad...that
make up that miracle.

For some, the riots of the late '60s have
to be written as history. They remaln perpet-
ually fresh, however, for those who experi-
enced them. The riots, particularly April 5,
1968 following Martin Luther King's murder,
left the west side of Chicago a barren
wasteland. As the community people looked
at their situation in community meetings and
informal conversations, there was one con-
stant in their hopes and aspirations. They
wanted a local, community-owned shopping
centre.

We, living in the ghetto as a symbol of
dedication, were asked to help. Although
our intentions were impeccable, our skills in
economic development were lacking.
Nevertheless, we said we would help. We
all felt that it would be far better to
"upgrade" a local Black businessman than
import someone who wasn't from the neigh-
bourhood. ln retrospect, we probably
couldn't have gotten anyone to come to the
west side, anyway.

So we turned to Floyd, the local barber;
Tommie Lee, the local liquor store man, and
Willie, the local hardware store owner. We
told them if they would work side by side
with us, we would do everything possible to
arrange financing and training to set them
up in a neighbourhood shopping centre.

Willie didn't last long before he dropped
out and Tommie Lee not much longer, but
Floyd stuck it out from the very beginning,
through all the disappointments and false
starts. Floyd was always available to go on
appointments - "whatever it takes" was his
attitude.

It didn't take us long to discover there
was no federal Ioan program for inner city
shopping centres (as there was for hous-
ing). We quickly learned that we needed to
raise considerable amounts of money to
have enough equity to get a bank loan that
would be bearable for the shopping centre
tenants. So we set out to raise the money.
There were the original donors, and people
would step in to help when there was trou-
ble. Over the years, many good people
contributed time and money. lt always
seemed like there were problems, but there
were always caring people ready to help.

What made the centre a success in the
long run was its community base. One story
best illustrates this. Conventional shopping
centre wisdom has it that our centre should
have been a "strip centre" - one long row of
stores. Floyd and the others insisted that it
be a mini-mall; that the glass windows of a
strip centre would be covered by security
bars. They were right, of course.

So the centre was built; the first locally
owned new construction on the west side of
Chicago. lt was and still is a very attractive
building.

And there were problems. At the time,
they seemed unending. The curious thing is
that I can hardly remember any specifrc
problems now. Because Floyd said some-
thing when he called that erased my mem-
ory of the shopping centre as a problem.
When I asked about his family, he proudly
rattled off whrch universities his three kids
had gone to or were going to - Michigan
State, University of lllinois, and Arkansas, I

think. I then understood the real reason for
his call, besides signing the deed. He
wanted me to know that he, son of a
Mississippi sharecropper, had put three
kids through college and had another one
on the way. At a time when many Black men
were being labelled troublemakers by
authorities, Floyd had put his three kids
through collegel

It makes the shopping centre - time,
money and problems - well worth it.

by Neil Vance

Neil Vance is a consultant for the lnternational Sludent
Board in Washinglon, D.C. He has spent a large part of
his life in the tield ol community development.
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I
In the unconscious mind,

there is something very

valuable. Perhaps it is time

to go exploring there.

I
there are things that can be changed, and
they must be changed. It is then that we
have a revolution ofone kind or another.

There does exist in the world today a
revolutionary forcc; the kind of social
force that can bring about a change.
Time and again in history we have had
those major changcs, People decided that
they did not have to put up with domina-
tion by an authoritarian religious struc-
ture, or by an authoritarian governmenl
These things can be changed.. If society
has enough people deciding that the
things happening round the globc are not
misfortunes, but are intolerable and must
be changed, then we have the social force
to do something.

Ifthere is an enslaved population and
they begin to change consciousness, to
awaken and decide to free themselves, it
is fairly apparent what actions might
result in that liberation. It is much less
clear when we have to free ourselves of
things we are doing to the environment
and to the upper atmosphere that are
changing the climate, to the global arms
race that is out of control. The actions
appropriate in these instances are by no
means clear.

Looking at personal change we can
get a clue about what we have to do in
relation to global change. In the area of
psychotherapy, personal growth or per-
sonal change, we can observe three
phases, and this is very important. First
is the victim phase: life is doing things to
me; other people are doing things to me,
and I am powerless to changc that. From
the victim phase there is no place to go
unless consciousness is changed. When
consciousness shifts to the conviction
that things can be changed, and that I
have the power to change them, then
things begin to happen. This is the
adversary phase, But posing ourselves as
adversaries - me or us against them,
labour against management, people
against corporations - does not result in
the most constructive action. We know

that from our experience. There is a

third phase in which we are empowered
to change things in a way that is very dif-
fercnt from creating a revolution. This
constructive change has to do with shar-
ing a vision of something that we all want
together; of seeing that the vision is actu-
alized. This is the vision phase.

We now come to another characteris-
tic of systems that are made up of real,
live human beings, creative conscious-
ness. This makes human systems very
different from other systems, including
ecological systems. We are capable of
creating a vision and of holding a vision.
The power of our consciousness is such
that by holding a vision in consciousness,
by affirming the possibility of it, we
begin to behave differently. Actions
begin to create the realisation of that
vision. This is a far greater power than
we ordinarily recognize and it is certainly
a far greater power than we were taught
in school. We are just now beginning to
recognize the power of changing our
minds and its effect on society out there.
This is a very powerful point.

In spite of the magnitude of the task a
change can be brought about by sharing
a cl.eative vision and by doing our own
pieces in our own neighbourhoods. We
are capable of understanding that all of
the pieces are part of the whole precisely
because of that shared vision; precisely
because of our having moved into that
third phase of development, from victim
consciousness, to advcrsary con-
sciousness to creative conscious-
ness. But we cannot, naively, just
hold a vision. We are not going to
solve the problem of the global
arms race simply by speaking lov-
ing words to one another and
holding hands around the globe.
There is a tremendous momen-
tum in the whole system that
creates the arms race and the ori-
gin of that momentum is in
deeply held beliefs that we all
participate in. We all tend to buy
into the society's belief system.

There are four tasks in chang-
ing thosc deeply held beliefs. One
of them is the task of redefining
development. A second is redefin-
ing the economy. A third is redefining
security and a fourth is redefining
science. We need to bcgin by apprcciat-
ing how large each ofthese tasks is,

Redefining Development
After World War II, development was

defined in very economic, modernizing
terms. Europe and lapan were becoming
more modern. Development was defined
as becoming modern as fast as you can.
That picture of development is part of

our dim past because as ofthe late 1960s
we ceased to believe in that. But we con-
tinued to believe in development aid of
some sort. E. F. Schumacher defined
many contemporary development efforts
as "taking money away from the poor
people in the rich countries and giving it
to the rich peoplc in the poor countries."
That is still probably what a lot of our
development aid really comes to. Now
the real aim of development, ofcourse, is
the development of people, of communi-
ties and of societies. It is not at all clear
how this is accomplished by bringing
industry and consumer society down
from the North and distributing it over
the South, helping them become like us

at the very time when we in the North
are beginning to lose faith in our own
sense of direction. This is part of the
development dilemma. We, for our part,
have been asking, "What is the meaning
of modernization?" or, "What is the
meaning of transmodernization, if thac's
what development must bc?"

It is rather sobering to realise that
policies are being made in London,
Moscow, Washington, Beijing and all
over the world that affect the future
state ofthe globe. Yet ifyou get involved
in conversations in these places about
where this is all going, you will discover a
shocking fact: nowhere in any of these
policy-making capitals is there any vision
of a viable global future, of what we are
really moving toward. Now, there are

wishes - wishes that would clean up the
environment - in spite of the fact that all
the economic incentives make that bad
business. There are wishes that somehow
the starvation, hunger and malnutrition
in the world would cease, but there is no
idea just how it is going to be accom-
plished. There are wishes that people
around the world might feel empowered
to change their conditions, but this, at
the same time, is very threatening to the
North. What would happen if all that



majority population really began to be
empoweredt So, there are wishes, therc
is ambivalencc, but there is no picture,
no image of a viable global future that
guides the policy decisions made in
Washington, Wall Sreet, or anywhere
else.

To help convince yoursclf that this is
true, just note that the depth of change
required to have a viable global future is
more than it is comfortable for many
people even to think about.

Redefinlng Thc Economy
Why is redefining the economy so

necessary? We do, in fact, havc a world
economy. In some respects and by some
measures it seems to work very well.
The so-called "newly industrializing
countries" seem to do very well, buying
into that world economy and becoming
part of it. But there are other cultures
that just don't fit. They don't fit becausc
the price of fitting is the abandonmcnt of
their culturc and the importation of a so-
called "modern" culture. Therc is a lot
of ambivalence as to whether that is a
good thing to do. The existing world
economy does produce a tremendous
amount of goods and services and it is
geared up to produce morc. It also pro-
duces a shortage of resources in many
respects. It produces the gradual dimi-
nution and elimination of all sorts of ani-
mal and plant species round the globe. It
produces climate change and environ-
mental damage, and most of all it pro-
duces marginal peoplc - which we call
unemployed or underemployed - and
marginal cultures - the ones that don't
fit into the big, world economic jugger-
naut- who get run over.

Ccrtainly, the futuric choice is not
between capitalism or socialism. They
are but two versions of the same western
industrial paradigm and produce essen-
tially the same effects with minor varia-
tions. We are talking about something
much more fundamental than the famil-
iar left and right issues. We have to ask
ourselves whether that world economy
and industrial society set-up is compati-
ble at all with a global future.

One thing we are not encouraged to
ask about is the meaning of modern soci-
ety. What is modern society all about?
What is its central project, so to speak?
If you look at Europe in the Middle
Ages, the central project had something
to do with people's religious outlook,
something to do with symbols and rituals
and creating cathedrals. There was a

whole fabric of meaning characteristic of
that society. If you look for the fabric of
meaning in modern society and try to
infer this from what people seem to
judge as important - what seems to

guide our national policies - then the cen-
tral meaning would turn out to be some-
thing like material progress, economic
growth, economic production. We behave
that way, so it must be so.

What is the sense of a society which
has economic production at the heart of
it, when economic production is some-
thing we can do easily with only a fraction
of the population available? That is the
situation we have moved to. John
Maynard Keynes saw this coming well
over half a century ago. He said that
sooner or later we were going to have the
economic production problems solved; we
would do it easily. We would havc thc
technology to do it, We would not need

have donc things that have resulted in
one product above all, and that is inse-
curity. The plain fact of the matter,
which we will not face, is that national
sccurity can no longer be achieved
through military strength of any sort.
That is because of the technical
advances and changing mores that
makes modern warfare essentially the
elimination of civilian populations. After
World War I, a great tremor of shock
went round the world because l0 or 20
percent of the fatalities from the war
were civilians. War was supposed to be
something that was fought out by
armies. When we got to World War II,
civilians accounted for roughly half of

There are wishes, there is ambivalence, but there is no picture,

no image of a viable global future that guides the policy

decisions made in Washington, Wall Street or anywhere else.

too many human beings. He said that all
of us would look forward to that situation
with dread, because we clearly would not
know what to do with the people.

"What do we do with people?" is really
a rather insane question. What does a
society do with its people when it doesn't
need them anymore? The very fact that
we frame the question in that way shows
that there is something wrong with our
thinking. The fundamental question for
modern society is, "After it's no longer
reasonable for the central meaning of a
society to be economic production, what
is the central meaning?" The central
meaning turns out to be something like a
learning society, learning communities,
learning institutes, with learning defined
in the broadest possible sense - learning
everything about what is meaningful for
human beings in a meaningful universe,
But, if that is the future, it implies a pro-
found change in our institutions and our
economic incentive patterns.

So we are left with this question and,
in a way, it is the fundamental question,
"What is the central meaning of a society
that has had economic production as its
central meaning when it no longer makes
sense for economic production and con-
sumption to be that central task?"

Redelinlng National Security
We have to redefine what we have

meant by national security. This is so
obvious that it does not take a great deal
of discussion. In the name of national
security, nations all around the globe

the deaths, and by the end of the
Vietnam War civilians accounted for 90
percent of the war fatalities. The whole
meaning of war has changed.
Furthermore, we have astounding tech-
nological advances in the art of the mass
killing of people.

The upshot of this is that we cannot
get national security through military
strength; and, yet, every nation in the
world is still trying to do it. We cannot
have national security without global
security. Global security means that
individuals round the globe experience
that a certain set of rights they have are
assured. If they were not assured, citi-
zens would not feel secure. Those rights
are not only those to food and shelter,
but also the right to dignity, the right to
a meaningful role in society, the right to
solidarity in their own group, and the
right of their own group or culture to
exist. If we define security in a meaning-
ful way we will do something very differ-
ent from what the major nations of the
world are now doing in the name of
national security. This involves a total
rethinking, and that rethinking is tcrri-
bly threatening to every nation on earth.
But a part of the task is to raise those
questions and to do that rethinking.

Redefining Science
We come now to perhaps what is most

threatening of all, the redefinition of
science. Every society in the past has
had some set of answers to the great
questions - who are we? what is my rela-
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Where ltaoe you seen

a real, liae'communi4t

of dialogue

benpseen more than

Brian Griffith

Around 1900, the Confucian religion was
kitled in China by Confucian fundamen-
talists. The strain of debate between
reformers and traditionalists reached a
snapping point. Those who refused com-
promise with changing conditions were
seen to win the argument, laying down
their absolute and final positions: "...if
we recognize the bond of the subject to
the ruler, the theory of people's rights
cannot stand. If we recognize the bond of
son to father, then the theory that father
and son are amenable to the same pun-
ishments ... cannot stand. If we recog-
nize the bond of wife to husband, then
the theory of equal rights between men
and women cannot stand." (Chang Chih-
tung, "Exhortation to Learn," 1898)

Within a generation, almost the whole
of Chinese youth turned elsewhere for
i n sp irati on.

At various times in the past filteen
years I suspected the Christian churches
in North America might just follow this
example. Making one's beliefs absolute
and final does have a way of ending all
discussion and driving other people
away. I scopped going to church years
ago, because some people there had such
absolute views and I couldn't take it any
more. I do notice, however, that, unlike
Confucism, the Christian tradition seems
to be still alive and evolving without me.
Maybe I should pay some belated
respects to those who have not given up

Abd El Rahman

Tlis reflection was gh.ten tlc weel before
communal demonstrations broke out in Beni
Sacf, Egpt, wlicl las a mixzd,l,[uslim and
Clristian population. Abd El Ralman is a
oillage daxlopmett ao*cr in tlc nearbl
oillage of Bayad. Tlis rtpreserrts one man's
attem?, to trarrscend tle dioersiry of lis
commutily.

Sometimes one asks oneself about the
nature of human relationships. Do sex,
race, religion or culture affect them? For
example, what is Thatcher's relationship
to the people affected by the Gulf War,
or what is Om Nafoosa's relationship to
the people affected by the situation in
Nicaraguai What are Abd El Hamid's
feelings for the people in South Africal
The word that best describes and
includes these relationships and leelings
is the word "humanity."

So what made me think about this? I

on keeping the church a centre for
dialogue.

I don't say this just because dialogue
is nice. It's that I starc to fear that public
discussion about shared values and vision
is now an endangered form of life.
Fundamentalism is far from the greatest
danger. Our reigning economic and polit-
ical philosophy actually sees no need for
discussion of the common interest. As a

society we practice the belief that if we
each simply pursue our own wants, the
greatest good for all will somehow auto-
matically result. If this atiitude does not
spell the end of dialogue about what is
the common good, where do we still find
such a discussion happeningi There are
lhose counterculture and academic cir-
cles, which never seem to involve large
numbers of people and then there is the
traditional structure for mainstream
North Americans to come together over
such things, the local Christian church of
choice.

If I recall correctly, the reason I went
to church and the reason I left were both
tied to the same hope. I vaguely wanted
some kind of real communiry of dialogue
about what is important in life. And at
church, sure enough, people were gather-
ing every week for roughly that purpose.
That part was just fine. \Yhat frustrated
me was that the discussion was so often a
strictly one-way thing.

What I mean is this: Church people
have the intriguing but odd notion thar
they need to learn from some ancient

heard a speaker in a mosque today dur-
ing Friday prayers who tried to break
the meaning of the word "humanity,"
which disregards race, religion, colour,
and sex. He tried to explain an ala
(verse) from the Koran in an incorrect
way. He said that there should be no
dealings between a Muslim and a

Christian or Jew. According to him a
Muslim who interacted with one of
another religion would be sinning, and
he called into question that person's
faith.

I felt that I wanted to scream at him,
"Stop! Who gave you the right ro
explain the Koran this wayl" I looked
around the mosque at the listeners'
faces, and I sensed their annoyance. I
asked myself what must be the feelings
of the Christians living nearby who
could hear this speaker's words over the
loudspeaker?

After prayers I left the mosque quite
upset - it must have been the most dis-

a closerfull

of friends?

t iI

Dispute in an

Egyptian Village

Mosque



West Asian sages. They accordingly sub-
ject their own lives to criticism from a

Biblical perspective. Back when almost
everybody did this, it was hard to really
notice how remarkable it is. This is like a

case of modern suburban North
Americans going to tribal villagers of
another age and continent and saying,
with uncharacteristic humility, "Teach
us. Our lives won't be whole unless we
can learn more from you."

And this could be a wonderful dia-
logue. I think it would be just as helpful
no matter what other society was picked.
The perspectives of these people from
another cultural world would help illumi-
nate our blind spots and raise questions
we would never have dreamed alone. So
what could possibly go wrong?

Basically, with all the fine potential in
the world it just isn't a real dialogue if all
the judgment flows one way. In this
church convcrsation as we usually find it,
modern lifestylcs are critiqued, but the
Biblical ways of life are placed high
abovc question. In effect, two cultures
meet, and one is taken as the standard
for the other to conform to.

"Outside" church, where many of us
fled, a different breed of monologue is
commonly found, It is one where littlc
need is seen for learning from any other
society, past or present. The somewhat
subconscious logic is that if traditional
societies, elders and other strange people
are more primitive than ourselves, why
would we seek or accept their criticism of

usi This can be a more isolating mono-
logue than the church version. It can be
more bigoted, in its liberated way'

As for the seldom seen possibility of
real two-way dialogue, it does seem to
exist. In the scientific community, even
in social science, we see people starting
with common questions before they leap
to pushing "right" answers. Non-
scientists like myself could also do it.
There are ways to slowly expand the
base of mutual understanding without
twisting people's arms. There are means
of discerning what is most true besides
the measure of what is most successfully
sold in the marketplace of ideas. We can
communicate our experiences, even our
spiritual experiences, in reference to
things our listeners are familiar with.

All these optimistic statements sug-
gest there should be a Process I can fol-
low to nurture a real community of
dialogue among the people I know. This
is the hard part. While remembering and
anticipating the difficulty of it, I start to
appreciate something. A few in the
churches have had the patience to make
their religious communities a forum for
real dialogue on cultural issues.

The tell-tale sign of two-way talk in
the churches is when both Biblical
morality and modern life are questioned.
Such a real encounter is perhaps most
evident where churches have entered a

discussion with feminist and ecological
persectives. A difficult but helpful ten-
sion is set up. The participants are

informed by their cultural traditions,
their current social reality and their per-
sonal experience, but they don't simply
choose which one of these they will live
by. They are creating something out of
the 3-D vision of holding all these per-
spectives at once. Many of the rest of us

are trying to build a future without ref-
erence to our cultural traditions.

In a marketplace swimming with
alternative spiritual practices, I suspect
this sort of real dialogue is the most
foundational and powerful of them all.
Its lack of appeal is largely that you
can't do it alone. Perhaps the clearest
example of such a living, evolving com-
munity of dialogue in the church is Fr'
Mathew Fox's Centre for Creation
Theology, which includes on its faculty
one of North America's most influential
representatives of Neo-pagan spiritual-
ity, Starhawk. And as Starhawk puts it,
"...the mysteries do not offer answers,
but questions that in time, may change
us."

Those of us who left the church have
some questions on our hands. [Iow do we
think a real dialogue on human values
and common directions is going to come
about in this society? How is it going to
include all our cultures and not just the
mainline Christian heritage? How will it
involvc all kinds of people with their dif-
ferent ways of relating? What sort of
communities and centres can we possi-
bly have for that? $

mosque, synagogue, or church; they may
live as their religion charges, and eat as

their religion charges. It is not for you to
kill their pigs or pour out their liquor if
their religion allows these things. So the
way is wider for them than even for a

Muslim. They may choose their meth-
ods of marriage, divorce and alimony'

Islam protects their dignity, their
laws, and their freedom of discussion and

opinion as long as it is within the bounds
of reason and logic and far from violence.
Islam proclaims freedom to visit each
other's sick and buy them presents. The
prophet himself died while his shield was
with a Jew as collateral, and another
time, when slaughtering meat, the
prophet said to give the first meat to a

Jewish neighbour of his.
When thinking of these values I real-

ised how great was the crime of the
speaker who ignored all these freedoms.

I

turbing speech at a mosque I had ever
heard, In the street I saw an advertise-
ment for a film in which a muscular man
was punching a hole in a wall. I felt that
the speaker was like this man, brcaking
all the beautiful meanings of the forgive-
ness in Islam.

Islam respects the human mind and
esteems human thought. It accepts the
mind and thought as two means toward
reaching understanding. Islam does not
despise particular convictions, nor does it
despise a person's outlook on the uni-
verse, or nature or humanity. On the
issue of religion Islam declares that there
should be no force. One verse says that
there is no place in religion for force
because everything has become clear in
the world. In another ay Allah said to
Mohammed that, if he wanted, he could
make all people believe. He then asked
could the Prophet then force all people to
be faithful? Islam wishes relationships
between people, groups, and nations to

be those of peace, acquaintance, and
cooperation. Another ala says, "O peo-
ple, I created you from male and female,
and I made you people and tribes so that
you might know each other."

I thought about the verse the
speaker tried to explain, and understood
it in another way: that the faithful
should not use the infidels to fight others
of the faithful. Islam announces peace
among people, beautiful interaction and
cooperation. Because of this Islam con-
siders as equals Muslims and other peo-
ple of the One God. That which is for
Muslims is for them too, and that which
is required of Muslims is required of
them too. For them is religious freedom:
no use of force to leave or adopt another
conviction; it is the right of the people of
the book to practice as they see fit. "Do
not break their churches or crosses," the
prophet said, "leave them to their relig-
ion." It is the right of the Muslim's,
Jew's or Christian's wife to go to the
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What [U.S. President] Jimmy Carter did at Camp David was not

negotiation, but reconciliation. We need to try hard to understand

those who are different. Find people with whom you disagree, and try

to solve their problems for them. Carter got Begin and Sadat to try to

solve each other's problems. Trying to cope with things that most

challenge and threaten us will make us grow the most.

As a result of these experiences [as U.N. ambassador, as media-

tor in Rhodesial, I believe that there is almost no problem that we

cannot deal with if we understand it at a deep enough level.

- Andrew Young
Mayor of Atlanta

tionship to my
brother? what kind of a

universe are we in?
what is it that's really
meaningfu I, ultimately
meaningfuli Every
society has answered
those questions, then,
having answered them,
has decided, without
really deciding, that
you do not need to
think about them very
much because we
already know the
answers. We teach the
answers of our culture
in our schools so that
the next generation
will know the answers.
They are tacitly held
and we do not have to do very much
about them. Traditional societies have
had one set of answers to those ques-
tions. Europe in the Middle Ages had a

set of answers; modern society has a set
of answers.

Our answers are very largely embod-
ied in the disciplines we call science and
economics which embrace a set of
assumptions that we have tended to buy
into as a society. This is not to say that
people in their private lives, in their fam-
ilies, don't operate with a different set of
values. Families, for example, do not
operate as if they were primarily eco-
nomic units; they do not operate as if
they were in the materialistic universe
espoused by science. Nonetheless, pow-
erful institutions in our society make
decisions that affect our lives, affect the
state and future of the planet and those
decisions are made on the basis of our
orthodox validated knowledge system

Which cdme first,
tltc chicken or
hc egg?

which we call science. Let me use
"science" broadly enough to include eco-
nomics because we do have beliels about
the behaviour of individuats and they do
eflect our economic behaviour and our
psychological behaviour, and they are
built into the decision-making apparatus
of the society. The plain fact of the mat-
ter is that it doesn't work for the ecology
or the environment, it doesn't work for
the planet, it doesn't work for the future.
What we have to work to change is that
very basic level of the fundamental
assumptions unde rlying the whole
system.

The manipulation of people's basic
belief systems or fundamental assump-
tions is a pretty hopeless task and
wouldn't really work. The attempt to
manipulate somebody else into doing
something, or believing something, has
never worked, and there is no reason to
expect that it will work. On the other
hand, when we look around we see that
people everywhere are spontaneously
challenging the old assumptions and
asserting what it is they desire in the new
assumptions, or what it is they think
might work. If that is going on every-
where, then there is a lot more reason for
hope, because we are part of a great sys-
tem change. Each of us is a part of that
great system. We connect into it at some
deep level of the mind. Through experi-
ence we can learn that there is appar-
ently no limit to the ability of that part
of the mind to answer difficult questions
or solve difficult problems; because the
more trust we put in it, the better it
seems to work. Some people have
reached the point of thinking: maybe I
should just entrust my whole life to that
part of my mind that seems to be the
most competent.

In other words, in the unconscious
mind, beyond conscious awareness) there

is something very valua-
ble - much more than
just a rubbish heap of
animal impulses and
repressed material.
There is, in addition,
creativity, intuition,
esthetic and spiritual
sense. Perhaps it is time
to go exploring there.

Experiments in hyp-
nosis have demonstrated
that the subject is fooled
by the hypnotist's sug-
gestion - the subject sees
things that are not there,
or fails to see things that
are there, or doesn't
have ordinary physical
strength because of a

conviction that strength
is absent; or similarly, by what is essen-
tially hypnotic suggestion, comes to
believe the possibility of walking bare-
foot over burning coals without burning
the feet. In all sorts of ways we come to
recognize that the power of hypnotic
suggestion can totally change the way we
see the environment round us.

But, at the same time, there seems to
be a part of the subject's mind that sits
back there and isn't fooled by the hyp-
notic suggestion. In one of these experi-
ments a subject's left hand was placed
into some crushed ice, and since the sub-
ject accepted the suggestion of the hyp-
notist that no pain would be felt - there
wasn't any pain felt. The right hand was
asked to do some automatic writing - to
simply take the pen and let it go
wherever it wanted. While the left hand
was in the crushed ice, the right hand
wrote, "Ouch! It hurts!" The name that
came to be given to that part of the mind
was "the Hidden Observer." It was not
fooled by the hypnotist and is presuma-
bly not fooled by the suggestions given to
each of us by that master hypnotist, our
culture. We are all hypnotized to see

reality in a certain way according to the
way our culture has taught us.

There has been other research with
multiple personalities. Certain unfortu-
nate people have bodies run not by one
personality, as you and I feel we operate,
but rather by 15 or 20 dilferent personal-
ities coming in at different times to run
the body. Each of those alternative per-
sonalities has a different life history,
being as it was in the body at different
times, but there is one of those that is

very different from all the rest: it is wiser
than the others and it seems to have very
positive attitudes about everything,
seems to be always cheerful. This one
came to be called, in the multiple person-
alities research, the Inner Self Helper.



The Inner Self Hclper is very diffcrent
from the other personalities in that ir
claims never to have been born and never
to die. Its story is that ar dearh all the
other personalities disintegrate, the
physical body decays, but it claims, "I
remain." Well, you can see that western
science is being pushed into some very
uncomfortable places, but somc very con-
structive places as well.

I *rn, to leap ahead now ro under-
line the importance of all this. I sug-
gested that a tremendous transformation
took place from the Middle Ages to mod-
ern times because of what I call the
"scientific heresy." Now we find we are
involved with another heresy, and it goes
just as deep, to the same metaphysical
principles, thc tacitly held metaphysical
assumptions underlying the whole soci-
ety. Which is to say that thc global sys-
tem characteristics afte:. this
transformation are going to be as differ-
ent from modern times as modern times
are from the Middle Ages. It is that pro-
found a transformation that we are
involved in, assuming that this is the
level at which things are changing.

Let me suggcst how deep this level
really is. A Nobel laureate named Roger
Sperry who received his Nobel Prize in
1981 for doing work on right and left
brain characteristics has been publishing
papers on what he calls the "conscious-
ness revolution" in science. He says that
there really are two kinds of causaliry in
our experience. One is the causality that
we study in science: the reductionistic
kinds of explanations. For example, if
you really want to understand me, you
need to know about my DNA, about my
stimulus-response characteristics, about
my conditioning and so on. You also need
to know about the chemical composition
of the various fluids in my body. That is
the kind of explanation that science has
dealt with. But we all understand a dif-
ferent kind of causality. When we decide
to do something, there is a happening in
consciousness; then wc go out and do
something in the environment. Sperry's
point is that we'll never have an ade-
quate science until we include in, rather
than define out, human consciousness
in all its dimensions. That is a
more radical change than
anything since the scientific
revolution itself.

Another Nobel laureate, George
Wald, who got his Nobel prize r--- -. .
in the late '60s for work in .'--t
the biological sciences, has
very rcccntly published a
paper in which he says, "All of my profes-
sional life I have been puzzled abour a
question that has becomc more acute as

I've gottcn older. How does it happcn
that the universe is so fricndly to the
development of life? When you asscmble
all the evidence it is as though the uni-
verse were determined to evolve life.
Life can in no way be explained as some
kind of an accident without a general
force in that direction." He also says,
"I'vc comc to believe that I know the
answer to the question." Consciousness
did not evolve after 15 billion yeius of the
evolution of stars, planets, life forms, and
finally people, and then in the very com-
plex network of neuronal cells in the
human cranium something like con-
sciousness appeared. That is not the way
we are going to understand it, he says,
The rcason the universe was so friendly
to life is that consciousness was there all
the timc. It did not wait for the evolution
of those neuronal cells in the human
brain.

Now that is rank heresy. But science
and spirit arc coming together. That is
what we are involved with and that is
what is going to propel all of thesc other
changes; that and the general awakening
of people to the insight that we are not
victims. We create our own future and
our own present in ways we are simply
unaware of because our science has told
us that it isn't so. It turns out that indeed
it is so.

To summarize the evolution in
science, revolution may be a better word.
Our whole scientific structure is based on
the premise that wh4t is fundamentally
real is what physicists study - namely
matter and energy. What is fundamen-
tally real is the material world and out of
that somehow evolve consciousness and
values and meanings - everything that
makes human life meaningful and pre-
cious. Now, the emerging picture just
turns that on its head, and says what is
really fundamental is consciousness, uni-
versal mind and universal spirit. From
this evolves everything in the material
world. That is why the power of the

I
When the central meaning

of a sociery is no longer

economic production, it

implies a profound change

in our institutions and our

economic incentive

patterns.

I
vision is what it is; because that is where
the material world came from in the first
place.

You can imagine the radicality of this
thinking. It is not going to sell very well
in a hurry. Nonetheless, it is being whis-
pered, and in the last couple ofyears it is
being written about, taught, and spoken
about openly. That is the cxciting thing
about a whole system. Each of us is
involved with some little piece of ir, bur
what holds it all together is that it does
exist in that universal mind. Then any
time any one of us just changes our mind,
it affects the whole system, evcn if we
have not yet got round to acting, &

Ncithcnt
Consciousness carne first.
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QOErqy m[,re{EBODy
Chandralekha

f Zears ago, I held my firsr dance

\/ performance in Madras before a
I very distinguished, creative audi-

I ence, including my guru. I was
dancing a piece about Radha pnd
Krishna, wherc Radha, a milkmaid, or
gopila as she is called in our mythology,
goes to the river to fetch warcr. She plays
with it, she indulges in a kind of flowing
river game. I was giving this performancc
in aid of drought relief, due to water
famine in a place called Rayalseema in
Andhra Pradesh. I had seen photographs
of the broken, cracked earth and long
queues of people standing with small
bowls in their hands to get water. While
dancing I was doing the movemenrs of
playing with water, sprinkling water, and
I suddenly remcmbered those pictures.
Right there on the stage even as I was
dancing I was seeing something else. I
felt like two people, divided. It was just a
moment; it passed on the stage, but it has
never passed in my life. The problems,
the waterlessness, the long queues of
women waiting for water during the sum-

mer months everywhere in India, the tre-
rnendous shortages and the cruelty on
the one side, and this abundance of water
on the other, the fluid rivers, rhe long
hair, the baths and this tremendous sen-
suality. For me, both are equally real. I
can't live without one or the other, and I
fcel that my entire direction in life comes
from this. All the time I am divided and
trying to hold myself togerher.

My entire life has gone into keeping
myself together: discovering how to
remain together without getting frag-
mented or breaking up, All round me I
see things that unite me, art and nature
and poery, and so much beauty, so much
power. At the same time there's so much
that fragments us. Just stepping outside
and looking breaks me up inside. The
struggle in my life has been how to hold
myself together, how to create the join-
ery which is made of politics and aesther-
ics. Unless my aesthetics is right, my
politics cannot be righr Unless my poli-
tics is right, my aesthetics cannot be
right, I don't see any real difference
betwecn the two. And I feel that this is

where the Indian concept of rasa comes
in. The fluids within us flow from one to
another and make that beauriful joinery
which makes things into one. This is how
I have seen myself and my work.

After this experience, I had ten years
of a hectic dance career. I trained as a

classical dancer, performed and was writ-
ten about. However, after those ten
years I started asking questions: what
was dance? what was its relationship with
mel what was I dancing? was I some kind
ofgoddess, was it truei was I pretending?
There is a pervasive myth about dancers
in India that when they dance they
become goddesses, But I was no goddess,
just an ordinary human being, an ordi-
nary woman who lived an ordinary life,
who got up and did the daily things that
every woman does. And I love the ordi-
nariness of life. I began to reject the per-
forming situation and pulled back from
dance, working instead wirh my friends
who were creative people. I wrote
scripts, worked at design, doing whatever
I could for women's groups and develop-
ment groups. For anybody who needed

Chandralekha is a highly appreciated Indian dancer in the classical tradirion. However, she has taken
her design work, her dancing and her knowledge of the male and female body, her choreography, her
whole sensibiliry and artistic sense, and instead of having these serve only the pcople who comi to con-
cert halls to appreciate the finer points of art, she has found ways to link with people in many parts of
Indian society. She works with of alternative organisations in India, teaching about communication
and media skills. She also runs an innovative dance academy. In addition to her work in India, she will
be in a workshop in Montreal next year to work on a joint program in 1991 with choreographer
Richard Tremblay to music by Canadian composer Claude Vivier and a modern Indian composei. In
all her work she tries to make the traditions flower in a new way that's relevant to contemporary
issues, This talk is condensed from a presentation she gave at the Our Common Future conference in
November, 1988 in Mexico.
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ence, including my guru. I was
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gopila as she is called in our mythology,
goes to the river to fetch water. She plays
w[th it, she indulges in a kind of flowing
river game. I was giving this performance
in aid of drought relicf, due to water
famine in a place called Rayalseema in
Andhra Pradesh. I had seen photographs
of the broken, cracked earth and long
queues of people standing with small
bowls in their hands to get water. While
dancing I was doing the movements of
playing with water, sprinkling water, and
I suddenly rcmembered thosc pictures.
Right there on the stage even as I was
dancing I was seeing something else. I
felt like two people, divided. It was jusr a
moment; it passed on the stage, but it has
never passed in my life. The problems,
the waterlessness, the long queues of
women waiting for water during the sum-

mer months everywhere in India, the tre-
mendous shortages and the cruelty on
the one side, and this abundance ofwater
on the other, the fluid rivers, the long
hair, the baths and this tremendous sen-
suality. For me, both are equally real. I
can't live without one or the other, and I
feel that my entire direction in life comes
from this. All the time I am divided and
trying to hold myself together.

My entire life has gone into keeping
myself together: discovering how to
remain togethor witho-ut getting frag-
mented or breaking up. All round me I
see things that unite me, art and nature
aird poetry, and so much beauty, so much
power. At the same time there's so much
that fragments us. Just stepping outside
and looking breaks me up inside. The
struggle in my life has been how to hold
myself together, how to create the join-
ery which is made of politics and aesthet-
ics. Unless my aesthetics is right, my
politics cannot be righc Unless my poli-
tics is right, my aesthetics cannot be
right, I don't see any real difference
between the two. And I feel that this is

where the Indian concept of rasa comes
in. The fluids within us flow from one to
another and make that beautiful joinery
which makes things into one. This is how
I have seen myself and my work.

After this experience, I had tcn years
of a hectic dance career. I trained as a
classical dancer, performed and was writ-
ten about. However, after those ten
years I started asking questions: what
was dance? what was its relationship with
me? what was I dancingi was I some kind
ofgoddess, was it true? was I pretending?
There is a pervasive myth about dancers
in India that when they dance they
become goddesses. But I was no goddess,
just an ordinary human being, an ordi-
nary woman who lived an ordinary life,
who got up and did thc daily things that
every woman does. And I love the ordi-
nariness of life. I began to reject the per-
forming situation and pulled back from
dance, working instead with my friends
who were creative people. I wrote
scripts, worked at design, doing whatever
I could for women's groups and develop-
ment groups. For anybody who needed
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her design work, her dancing and her knowledge of the male and female body, her choreography, her
whole sensibility and artistic sense, and instead of having these serve only the people who come to con-
cert halls to appreciate the finer points of art, she has found ways to link with people in many parts of
Indian society. She works with of alternative organisations in India, teaching about communication
and media skills. She also runs an innovative dance academy. In addition to her work in India, she will
be in a workshop in Montreal next year to work on a joint program in 1991 with choreographer
Richard Tremblay to music by Canadian composer Claude Vivier and a modern Indian composer. In
all her work she tries to make the traditions flower in a new way that's relevant to contemporary
issues. This talk is condensed from a presentation she gave at the Our Common Future conference in
November, 1988 in Mexico.



me I was their artist.
But my medium is life and I don't like

those labels of dancer, painter, writer. I
reject the oppressive institution of the
traditional Indian family. I believe in the
freedom of an individual, the space of an
individual and in giving the values of
freedom to whatever has been learned in
life. These are important things.

What I have done is not academic. Ol
course I have read, whatever has come
my way, but what I have done is not aca-
demic. Whatever I have learnt is racrile,
through my own body. Very often when I
am talking to someone, I don't listen ro
them, I see how their face looks, and
somehow through this I get a sense of
truth and immediacy far stronger that
the words would have broughr.

For ten years some close freinds and I
worked towards transforming situations

by developing people's self-expression
and self-sufficiency. But I couldn'r move
away from dance. I could move away
from stage performances, but dance
remained with me. Every time there was
a crisis in life, I knew I had to dance.
That was the only way thar I could
regain myself. So after a decade I came
back to dance again, this time starting
from scratch with the alphabet of the
body.

This time dance for me was like Zen,
coming back fult circle. I began to realize
the inner meaning of the most basic
dance positions.

For example, there is a basic position
of the martial arts of Kerala called "hold-
ing the earth," or in dance we call it
mandala (universe). It is a microcosm. In
this very important body position for
women' the centre, the yni, is open. It's

a principle of balance, of circularizing, of
centring the body. In the martial arts the
moving breath is free, you balance, you
hold the earth. If somebody pushes you,
you will still hold, you can't be pushed.

Coming back to dance, I realized the
meaning of the body energies. From one
basic position, you can move freely to
many positions. I saw that all the posi-
tions had connections to nature. The
principles of balance and coordination
had originally emerged from watching
animals. In the martial arts, rhe adept
learnt from the tiger how to lunge, from
the cobra how to strike, from the horse
how to step, from the cock how to sneak,
from the frog how to spring, from the
crocodile how to crawl, from the camel
how to conserve. These were the princi-
ples of energy, coordination, balance,
endurance. In dance the basic marrial



Judith Jamison dancing "Cry,' which examines the black exper-
ience, choreographed by Alvin Ailey of the American Dance
Theatre. Photo: Max Waldman

hands go, let your
eyes follow.
Wherever your
eyes go, your
mind goes there.
Wherever your
mind goes, your
feelings go there.
And whcrever
your feelings go,
you are creating
the fluids" (rasa,
also the word for
taste and for
identity). So
when I went back
to dance, I learnt
to see the connec-
tions. I wanted to
work with these
in dance.

In India con-
te mP orary or
modern dance is
only understood
by looking up to
the West. We
appreciate Mar-
tha Graham, but
she herself
looked to the
East. So I went in
the direction of
looking at all our
traditions - mar-
tial arts, yoga, rit-
ual, work

activities, learning, ordinary life. How do
people sit, stand, move? What is particu-
lar about India?

This is our strength: that the connec-
tions are very much preserved in our cul-
ture, the connections are not broken.
The way an Indian woman sits on the
floor is continuous with the old culture.
And in other countries I have seen that
the connections are broken. In Egypt I
saw old paintings from Pharonic time.
Everywhere in the marketplace, in the
streets, in people's work, I looked for
some sign of those profiles, and I couldn't
find any. None at all. I was surprised, the
connection was completely broken by
Islam and Christian culture. People's
bodies are very dilferent now.

How great it is for us to still have
these connections, that a woman in a

slum sits completely freely and walks the
same way. She looks like a queen. And
that comes from the understanding of
the centre of the body. The way an
Indian woman stands, she knows how to
make a sculpture of the body. You will
never see her standing straight; she
knows how to curve the body. And in
dance, this is a critical mode; how to
make the body into a curve, like the river
Ganga, in a vertical line with three

curves. You circularise thc body to break
thac line of verticalicy. Then you begin
to understand the principles of genera-
tion of energy, These are not to be seen
without their individual roots within the
line. The line cannot be weak, it has to
be strong. It must have the same power
and force as in nature, like an animal's
movement.

I once did a body workshop with a

rural women's group and they said, "We
do a lot of work from morning to evening.
We don't need exercise, because we get a

lot just doing our work." I looked at
them and replied, "Yes, you are expend-
ing energy but you are not generating
energy. It's the opposite." For example,
during the first ten minutes of dance
practice after a long break, my muscles
will not like it. They'll be lazy, the body
just won't want to work. It will be tire-
some for the first ten minutes and after
half an hour the muscles will fail. When I
start again the next day, it will be a little
better. On the third day, it will be lovely.
If you practice half an hour, you are
tired. Ifyou practice for an hour, you are

much better, you are lighter, your body
begins to generate energy. After one and
a half hours, you are still lighter, you are
full of energy. After two hours you're
flying.

We have learnt this principle of gen-
erating rather than expending energy
because we have worked with old tradi-
tions of how to stand, how to move, how
to sit. These are principles I feel that
everyone must know, to protect them-
selves from the sheer drudgery of life
that drains them out.

In the West I see the mind growing
bigger and bigger, and people are so

A scene from Toronto-based Native
Earth Performing Arts production of
"New Song, New Dance," choreo-
graphed by Ren6 Highway with music
and words by Tomson Highway.
Photo: Cylla Von Tiedemann.

movements are still there, but they are
poeticised; they move from power to poe-
try. The dancer moves like a swan, walks
like a peacock, lumbers like an elephant.

This took me back to the second cen-
tury text on the body. The legendary
writer Bharata made a minute codifica-
tion of body movements: how the head
moves, how to move the neck like birds,
what you can do with the hands, the
arms, the feet, the legs. For me, after
having moved round the world doing a[[
kinds of things, I was amazed at the tre-
mendous wisdom in this text. Even when
we just talk about poetry in the body,
there is power. Bharata wrote in many
ways about energy, wichout ever using
the word. For example, he showed how
one creates the fluids in the body while
dancing, using the theories of traditional
medicine. India always makes connec-
tions from one thing to another, like
between the body positions in martial
arts and in dance, and with architecture,
poetry and painting. Everywhere you see
the point, the line, the circle, the square,
the mandala.

The crux of all art with the body is to
have the fluids flowing. The way it was
put was ingenious: "Wherever your
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Myrtle Leatherman

Each I there is a subtle humour. In addi-

i culture, but one that has a I in man through the life of Jesus.
' foundation of good experiences I Wnen Jesus was elevated to
that can be remembered and built I the status of Cod,

gredients for the essence of being: L. _ Then select an immediate
visible and invisible. For a ,/-- ?i€ - family, each member
life-size kettle select a /*- ;1=\ ,' - unique in personality yet
well-seasoned planet. \ ia\. 

";#;;i;fi;;;;ri,i;'
Our Earth, though i-.__ r-.rf ii )\ of others. The father
scarred in places, will n 

--,t \',- {-" -!. and mother realise that
do since we know so little *'- $"-rn* J th" children are the on-
about the others. It is also , 

: going reality of life. Some

I choose " ri-if/ iuftur" tt.'rut *itt | ,iu" ror." cod or the Holy Spirit.

' last, not necessarily the "best" I Some of us recognize that force

. alive and capable of change. I members may not have their
^' You must keep it alive and I own physical children, but they

early history and contributed I energy of caring for one another.
to making a better world. Now I Ar to the invisible ingredients
they have become friends of hu- | that go into this kettle, there
mans. They essentially eat the I must be an awareness of the
food that humans do and vocal- I constructive force that holds the
ize in the range of sound that is I world - all of its parts and all of
adapted to humans' hearing. I its galaxies - together. Actually, it
We like the sounds of birds, so I is the force within each part of all

' For another ingredient I force. Some of us call that perva-

', we call them songs. Birds are I creation that produces tife. nt-
, usually sociable and yet they I though humans have inner identi-

7 maintain their freedom and I fications which we call feelings,
,/ have the power of an eagle and I we need words and stories to vo-

/ thepeace of the dove. I calize concepts of the.jnvisible

growing, or the recipe is I ao niud their kindred spirits to
j. ; without a foundation. I live with. All have an image of

,1,. '. c-r--t - --.--L^r a^- aL- I --.t-. aL- E---:r-. -c *-r:l;'i.,' Select a symbol for the I what the family of nations might
! ,' ' tr'-il!. +h.+ ;^ii^=r^c rt,- ra- I t^^t- rt - t.-^-,,.- rL-., t.-.,- ri,,^,.r

person I tion to the early family of gods -
in this I Odin, Thor, etc. - there are the
world I little creatures, the trolls and the

cooks up I nesses that held the wisdom of
f \YIV,+7F;?,'V his or her I the ages. Some were fiercesome
| \E=:=7:- - 

life. Each I to the-children but many were
one selects food that will help be- | kind. The nesses would help the
ing, hopefully, grow into a well- | farmers with their chores on the
balanced and fruitful life. Using I short winter days and even feed
ingredients that are plentiful, I am I the young calves during the night
suggesting here a recipe that may I and shield them from the icy
prove successful in an unostenta- | winds. The Norwegians are very
tious manner. I hospitable in their quiet, dignified

There are two categories of in- | wuy.

An Octogenarian's Recipe for
Cooking up Cood Being
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work among humans. Since fig-
ures of Mary can be found in all
parts of the world, Iet us consider
her the symbol of this spirit con-
cept. This embodies love, respon-
sibility, hope, faith, beauty.

Finally, add all these ingre-
dients to the pot and simmer for
75 to 100 years or so until they
develop into an integrated whole
person who is aware of the pur-
pose for being. Now you have the
basic recipe. Each cook will
change it according to his or her
individuality. And what is the goal
for nraking this "being?"

There is a tree, call it the Bo
tree or the Tree of Knowledge or
the Scandinavian Ygdrasil, the
World Tree that connects the
Earth with heaven. ln its branch-
es are the birds and butterflies.
Beneath are the animals and peo-
ple of the earth. lt is covered with
the sustaining light. The goal?
That all the creatures may be
able to eat the succulent fruit of
the Tree of Life. Each person
may choose to help or hinder in
the achievement of this goal by
using a pinch of this and a pinch
of that. The recipe contains a
preservative that when joined
with other such products will
maintain life in the resplendent
time yet to come.
This natural
uisdom is
taken from a
leLter bg
Mgrtle l, het
children
around
Chrl-stma.s
1988,

j, r;,1, . Earth that indicates the re- | Iook like because they have lived
.. ,.-.' ;,' lationship of nature with I in a family. To see more clearly
' !'. humans. For example, I one should have a lantern which

/, ":-i their environment from I family. The light is the sustaining

upon. For instance, take a
Scandinavian culture, Nor-
wegian, to be specific.
There you have stories of
strength produced by living
through hardships. These
experiences created an out-
look of seriousness and yet
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some related more
to Mary, the
mother of Jesus. l

Mary may be
considered the
channel through
which the Holy
Spirit could do its
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articulate, so vocal, so full of words, and
t.hey use so much paper. I feel that if
they threw away the whole lor of paper
into a stream and just became integrated
with themselves, much more would hap-
pen. Of course, this is not to be taken too
seriously, but it is my reacrion to too
much indulgence in that parricular direc-
tion. But in India this concept exists: ir is
called slrtti and smiti. It suggests that all
real knowledge must come only from
what is heard and what is remembered.
However, importance must be given to
tactile meaning, so thar meaning can
touch our lives. If you know everyrhing,
but that knowledge makes you into some
kind of a mechanised being, the next
step is becoming metallic, frozen in
metal.

Dance and the physical tradirions
have principles which can teach us how to
remain human and to avoid this mechani-
sation. Once you are human, you can
understand the microcosmic body within
the macrocosmic world. The body is the
most primary source of real life and
energy. It's not just an illusion rhar can do
nothing. It's all powerful in relation to
other energies. Once you know how to
hold your centre and to move radially and
circumlerentially, to move with circular-
ity, thcn you know that you are impor-
tant. There are so many charged areas
like this where ritual, work activiry, and
daily life alI connect into a holistic norion
olourselves in a world that otherwise con-
tinually splits us, breaks us up.

But there are two sides to be aware of.
Many people say that India has wonder-
ful traditions ofyoga and old culture, but
we in India are involved in fighring these
things. Because the slums, the poverty
and the exploitation is one side of the
coin, and the other side is yoga, peace,
the gurus. It is all one package. Why
would people from other countries want
to accept all that? And what would rhey
have to offer in returnl Each country
needs to do a lot of homework belore we
can be real partners and offer something
to one another. This is global integrity.
The wisdom of herbal healers is that you
can't heal the patient unless you cleanse
them first. You mus[ cleanse yourself
belore you can claim your humanity. You
have nothing to offer unless you have
done that.

Each individual must figure out what
cleansing means before it can be done on
a global scale; starting with the individ-
ual and working outwards in a circle to
your body, to your sensuality, to your
community, to your bigger society, to the
whole world outside, responsibility to rhe
whole environment, to the universe. The
crucial element is the human body which
is under assault all the time.

To reclaim our bodies is a very big
effort. It is not easy, because the body
has been negated, sublimated by religion
and pervertcd by the structures of patri-
archy. Not only women's bodies, but
men's bodies also. This has damaged us.
We must renew our bodies to renew our-

selves, let alone our societies. On the one
hand we are trying to go to other planets,
but within our bodies there are so many
distances and we are not even aware of
it.

But the body has become indulged
and commodified. This is in the nature of
dance and of entertainment everywhere,
not jusc in India. Sports, for example,
have become poiver games. I saw a film
about a fantastic young gymnast called
Olga Korbut. By the time she was twelve
she had discovered so much ofthe poten-
tial of che body that people said she had
found how to fly. She had so much
beauty of movement. At fourteen she
won Olympic gold wherever she went.
Then another girl from Rumania came
up, Nadia Comaneci, and again the same
pattern unfolded. So what happened to
the miracle Olga Korbuti The Russian
film put ic this way: "At 15 she is a vete-
ran." When I heard that, I was abso-
lutely shocked. Through her experience,
one can understand clearly the concepts
of alienation, in every aspect, physical,
sensua[, existential, political. These are
very charged areas. When we talk about
the economy and development and edu-
cation, we must keep this concepc of glo-
bal integrity uppermost in our minds.
And within it, the primal source is the
bodies of women and men.

There are many primary exercises
that anybody can do, while managing
their daily existence, while taking a bath
or carrying a weight while shopping. How
to shift the balance, how to stand, how to
move, how to walk, how to breathe, how
to run, how to use the spine as a source of
strength. There is even an alphabet of
the hands. By claiming the power and
poetry of our bodies, we can gain the
energy to create true partnership.
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Stance of an lndian Woman. Painting
by Sailoz Mookerjea.
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Through his unusual sculptures, self-
taught artist David Ruben Piqtoukun
works to preserve and extend the myths
of his Inuit (Eskimo) culture.

His parents lived in camps across the
western Arctic coast before settling in
Paulatuk with their l5 children in 1967.
On residential school vacations he trav-
elled to different hunting grounds. "l
enjoyed seeing the country, watching the
determination of the elders and hunters
as they struggled to acquire game for sur-
vival. Everybody shared what they had
and I enjoyed that" It really was a srrug-
gle and I think that was the basis for my
development as an artist - to experience
people's struggling and their determina-
tion to survive."z

These days he lives in Toronto, but he
returns annually to spend time with his
relatives, re-establish his hunting skills,
and collect the oral mythology:"In our
society a storyteller holds the same
esteem as a hunter. Hopefully, my sculp-
tures, in their own way, will also
become the storytellers." I

His work has been widely exhibited
across Canada, the US and Europe; and
he has been visiting artist in rhe
Dominican Republic, the Ivory Coast
and Mexico.

Masks are a recurring motif in
David's sculptures. He incorporates tra-
ditional elements like fearhers, radiating
tattoo marks, red spots, and small inset
faces representing the inaa or soul ofthe
being represented. His inrerest in masks
has extended to African art and culture,
as exemplified by his work "Absorbing
the African Way" (next page).

Many of David's works portray
transformations - people to animals, ani-
mals to people, both to spirits. He stares,
"To,be a good hunter you must be like
your quarry, you must gain their
qualities."

One of his ancestors was a powerful
Alaskan shaman in the 1800s. The sha-
mans were the culture-bearers. Using
carved masks and chanting, rattles or
drumming, the shamans could bridge thc
gap between the human and spirit
worlds. They would often undergo trans-
formations to gain access to the abilities
of a spirit animal ally. David adds:"With
the introduction of modern religion the
shaman has slowly disappeared, but
they live through the artist in this day

and age. Myself and my brother (also a
sculptor) - we are the extensions of that.
We are just a tool for somebody else.
Some of the sculptures that I create are
so powerlul - it's as if they are emitting a
life force.z

Although he loves to bring our rhe
personality of a piece of Brazilian soap-
stone or Italian crystal alabaster in his
sculpture, he has also worked in other
media. FIe did two paintings for the
Villagers African famine relief project
(see Edges Vot. I, No. 3). As well, he has
printed a beautiful three-panel Iimited
edition serigraph
called "Symbols of
Survival." He has
recently done a print
with Dolphus
Cadieux called "Our
Northern Visions
Unfold." As a contri-
bution to the UN
world decade for cul-
tural development,
proceeds from the sale
of these prints will be
placed in a trust fund
to promote exchange
visits of young indige-
nous artists.

His description of
the sculpture at right
is representative of his
way of relating imag-
ery and experience.
"Everything is availa-
ble through Sedna, the
sea goddess, the source
of all life. In the fuctic
the dog is very useful
because they warn of
immediate danger.
The woman on the
right is quite con-
cerned about the
present, The male fig-
ure doesn't have any
eyes; he's concerned
about the future. The
diamonds and other
specks throughout the
sculpture are specks
of possibility. The
hole in the centre, I
call it the breathing
hole, symbolizes sur-
vival, the determina-

Artist with GUARDIANS OF LIFE
lndiana limestone, B' x 23' x 13'
Private collection, 1 9BB
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tion to survive. When the ice freezes the
seals will poke holes through for breath-
ing. The back of the sculpture shows the
suns rays relracted in the water."

Although he has stuck quite closely
to the myths of his own culture, he has
opened them up to speak to all of us. His
stories reveal the natural order, a partner-
ship of the Inuit people, animals and
spirit world. His work speaks directly to
the dilemmas of our "modern" society.

I Storytelbrs,1988
z Oat of Tradition, 1989

PHOTO: DAMD GOLDBEHG
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Absorbing the African Wuy, 1982

"One thing I learned about the African people is that they carve from their dream worlds. They see the finished object and
they recall it when they wake up. This is what I dreamt abouc when I was in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, in West Africa. This is

an Inuk (person) who has no eyes. He gains vision by looking through the eyes of the African mask."
(llnico conference)

Soapstone and ivory, 8" x 5" x 3", Collection of Tom Skudra
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The Snow Goddess, L982

"The snow goddess of the fucric, with her magic pouch and owl helper, oversees the wishes of the people for the coming

winter. The two sides of her face - male and female - combine in a mystical way to invoke the good spirim. Her magic pouch

and her compassionare face bring blessings of bounty and spiritual good fortune to those close by. The owl

represen$ wisdom." (Storytellm)

Italian sugar marble, 24" x 13" x 11", Private Collection



that, it wasn't as if I had discovered Mt.
Everest or something - I was describing
something that had been there all the
time, but we couldn't see the
configurations.

The way a society structures its most
fundamental relationship - that between
the two halves of humanity - profoundly
impacts not only our personal life
choices, our roles, our options, and our
education, but also everything about a

social system. It impacts every one of its
institutions; it affects its system ofvalues
- whether it's going to be peaceful or
warlike, whether it's ecologically bal-
anccd or imbalanced.

We hear a lot of talk about elevating
values of caring, compassion, and non-
violence to social governance. Lots of
luck! We have a system with an incredi-

rape and wife-battering are all about.
You can't graft justice, equalicy, peace,
and ecological balance onto that system.
That is nonsense. So we're talking about
a fundamental systems transformation.

Ttre U"a news is that for the last
3,000 to 5,000 years, depending on where
you've lived, we have been on a detour.
It's rapidly taking us to an evolutionary
dead end. Because we're at the point
where the systems requirement for domi-
nator systems maintenance and for
human species and even planetary sys-
tems maintenance are on a complete col-
lision course. At a certain level of
technological development, the domina-
tor model literally goes into self-destruct.
And we're seeing it. The chalice is not
the governing ethos, it is the blade. But

the blade is now the
nuclear bomb. It
isn't technology
that's the problem, it
is high technology
mixed with a domi-
nator system. Many
women have been
frightened by tech-
nology. But women
have to acquire
these skills and learn
to transform tech-
nology. The bad
ncws is that we're all
in this mess
together.

However, we
need to focus on the
good news. The time
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15-year-old teenage
The domlnator cystem beginc with the ranking of woman I spoke to

the mate hatt ot humantty over the remate hatf, iitonjl"l,iJr"#l!
ultimately backed up by the threat of force school is always pro-

testing about every-
thing. After readingthlng. Atter readln!

bly schizophrenic socialization: the male 1 Tlc Clalicc and thc Bladc she said, "It
half of humanity is reminded that it has I suddenly hit me that all we're protesting
to dominate and conquer, and that under I about is the dominator system. Once we
no circumstances should it be identified I identify that as the real issue, we can see
with the so-called soft feminine values, I how to strengthen the partnership alter-
because, if it is, the men are not going to I native." The good ncws is that we're
be real men. Well, what are these femi- | becoming aware that there are choices.
nine values? They're compassion, caring, I Ar you know, Tle Clalicc and tle Blade
non-violence. What distinguishes my I functions on two basic levels. On one
work is that it is a systems approach. I level, it provides a new conceptual frame-
When you look at value structures in sys- | work of the configurations of these two
tems terms, you begin to see the obvious. I models of society. It says that these are
The dominator system begins with the I our two choices as a species, We are a
ranking of the male half of humanity I dimorphic spccies, with two halves. Our
over the female hali ultimately backed I tunnel-visioned dominator society has
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up by the threat of forcc - that's what I ignored that. continued on p. 30

On a second level the book tells a dif-
ferent story of our cultural heritage, a

story that is far more fascinating, and
more congruent with the best available
scientific evidence. It is also a more
hopeful story of our human adventure
herc on eanh. It tells us that the old sto-
ries were very useful for maintaining the
dominator system. We wcre told that a

better society is just not possible. We
were told that the dominator system is
divinely ordained (original sin) and bio-
logically ordained (selfish genes). The
original sin story comes in thc same
handy little package with a justification
for male dominance; Eve is to be blamed
for nothing less than everything that
ever afflicted us. It's divinely decreed. In
the same way, the biological story of the
selfish gene comes with the same pack-
age, that it's meant to be. They're myths
that justify the status quo.

Another story I was taught in college
in all seriousness is that civilization
began with male dominance. Marx,
Engels, and many feminists, even Simone
de Beauvoir, bought into this one. But
it's not true. What wc now know is that
our civilization was truncated when this
happened. Marija Gimbutas at the
University of California at Los Angeles is
an incredible archaeologist who didn't
read the captions. She really looked and
reported what she saw, which is that in
fact civilization begins in societies where
women played leadinf roles. These were
the earliest agrarian societies, with a sus-
tained food supply which freed people
from foraging around so that they could
pay attention to other things. These
societies lasted for thousands of years.
To these societies we owe the basic tech-
nologies on which later all civilization is
based.

Already in the 19th century when
archaeology was still in its infancy, there
was evidence of these societies. But what
confused its interpretation was the para-
digm of "if it isn't patriarchy, it has to be
matriarchy." When they saw that the
goddess was worshipped, and that
women were not in a miserable situation,
the scholars of that time concluded that,
if men didn't dominate women, women
must have dominated men. Then, when
they began to see that men's situation
really didn't look so miserable, a lot of
them heaved a sigh of relief and said it
must have been patriarchy after all,
because those were the only two domina-
tor choices. That's how they saw it - a

good example of tunnel vision.
Another reason for the confusion is

that the data was very fizzy. There was
a bias built into the process of dating
archaeological remains. If something
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The Snow Goddess, 1982

"The snow goddess of the fucric, with her magic pouch and owl helper, oversees the wishes of the people for the coming
winter. The two sides of her face - male and female - combine in a mystical way to invoke the good spirits. Her magic pouch
and her compassionate face bring blessings of bounty and spiritual good fortune to rhose close by. The owl
represents wisdom." (S torytellen)

Italian sugar marble, 24" x 73" x 11", Private Collection
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Since the publi-
cation of Tle
Clalice and tie
Blade, l've been
invited to speak
at many places,
ranging all the
way from institu-
tions of higher
learning like

Harvard and the University of California
to some of the purveyors of our mass cul-
ture like Disney Imagineering. Disney
wanted me to speak to them about
entertainment and cultural trends. I
thought: what am I going to say? Because
you always like to deal with people from
a place where they can move with you. It
suddenly hit me that what I could really
te ll them that was truth is that their big-
gest box office hit, their biggest contribu-
tion to American mass culture, namely
Mickey Mouse, was not a dominator
hero, but a little mouse. The funny thing
is that, even though Disney was into the
stereotypical female-male kind of stuff,
every time Mickey tried to do the macho
number with Minnie, he made a com-
plete and absolute fool of himself. Before
I went there I looked at a lot of Disney
cartoons. In one cartoon, Mickey was on
an airplane, doing a big macho number
which almost gets them killed. Instead of
getting the girl (the usual prize in the
dominator plot), Minnie says, "Go." So
that was very inceresting.

People often ask me, "Why did you
write Tle Clalice and tle Blade?" Talk
show hosts assume there is some magical
reason. But, in fact, the book was deeply
rooted in my life experiences. When I
was a small child, my parents and I
became refugees as we fled for our lives
from Nazi Europe to Havana. We were
on the last ship before the St. Louis,
which was turned back. So I very early
began to ask myself some fundamental
questions. My work has been trying to
answer some of these questions. Do we
have to live this way? Must we have warl
Must we hunt and persecute each otheri
Must we have this running war of the
sexesl

My work says no. War and the war of
the sexes are inextricably connected.
There is a connection between rape,
wife-battering and child beating; and a
connection between the subordination of
women and that most potentially lethal
form of male violence that we call
warfare.

There were many experiences out of
which this work came. I used to have
little or no understanding that I was a

woman. Like many of the women of my
generation I woke up one day in the late
'60s. Yes, I said, my life has been
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influenced by being a refugee, but it has
been influenced much more by being
born a woman. That was mind-blowing
to me. When I lived in Los Angeles, I
helped found the Los Angeles Women's
Centre. As I was beginning to under-
stand the need for women to wake up, I
saw a little ad in the newspaper person-
als, which I usually never read, an ad of
some feminist women who wanted to find
a lawyer to help them incorporate the
Women's Centre. At that time I was a

and say, 'I've just done the definitive
study of the mountain gorilla by exhaus-
tive examination of the male mountain
gorilla,' the person would be laughed out
of the room, because the data base is so

completely flawed. This is the way we've
been doing it." I get laughs usually, but
there's also a great deal of discomfort
about the whole thing.

Sociology has been the study of man;
the study of history has been the story of
man, quite literally, even though "man"

practising lawyer.
That awaken-

ing really led me
to undertake this
process. If I felt
like an outsider
through all those
years in college, it
was because I was.
It wasn't just that
I had some private
neuroses. I sat in
classes where they
keep telling you
about "he" and
"him" and "man"
and "mankind"
and "his thoughts"
and "his philoso-
phies" and "his
women." So it was
a quest for my
identity and a

search for answers
to these funda-
mental questions
that culminated in
ten years of inten-
sive .study 1Yt .9f Once we identify the dominator Gystem as the real
which Tle Clalice
and tle B1o7t lssue we can see hovy to strengthen the partner.
derives. - ship alternative.

I talk to a lot of
auorences ln aca-
demia and I kid them a little. I say, "My
study is really rather unusual, because
noc only does it draw from a data base
that takes into account the whole of our
history including our 'prehistory' but it
also takes into account both halves of
humanity. Think about it: if somebody
were to come to a scientific conference

is supposed to be a generic term. When
we look at part of the picture, we get a
distorted view; we can't see relationships,
we can't see the patterns. By looking at
the whole piccure I began to understand
that these patterns shake down into two
models of sociery: the dominator model
and the partnership model. In seeing

In her best-selling book Tle Clalice azd tle Blade, futurist Riane
Eisler challenges cherished beliefs about what it means to be a

human being. Exploring models of culture over a span of 25,000
years, Eisler reinterprets our myths about biology as destiny and
proposes a radical new paradigm for examining our past and con-
sequently our future. This article is a condensed version of her
extemporaneous talk at the Women's Building in Los Angeles,
recorded and broadcast by Pamela Burton of Pacifica Radio
Station KPFK. Riane Eisler's work was the inspiration for a

three-day exploration of partnership at the November 1988 ICA
conference in Mexico City. Copyright @ by Riane Eisler.



that, it wasn't as if I had discovered Mt'
Everest or something - I was describing
somcthing that had been there all the
time, but we couldn't see the
configurations.

The way a society structures its most
fundamental relationship - that between
the two halves of humanity - profoundly
impacts not only our personal life
choices, our roles, our options, and our
education, but also everything about a

social system. It impacts every one of its
institutions; it affects its system ofvalues

- whether it's going to be peaceful or
warlike, whether it's ecologically bal-
anced or imbalanced.

We hear a lot of talk about elevating
values of caring, compassion, and non-
violence to social governance. Lots of
Iuck! We have a systcm with an incredi-

The dominatot system begins with the ranklng ol
the male half of humanity over the lemale half'
ultimately backed up by the threat of force

rape and wife-battering are all about.
You can't graft justice, equality, peace,
and ecological balance onto that system.
That is nonsense. So we're talking about
a fundamental systems transformation.

Tn. u"a news is that for the last
3,000 to 5,000 years, depending on where
you've lived, we have been on a detour'
It's rapidly taking us to an evolutionary
dead end. Because we're at the point
where the systems requirement for domi-
nator systems maintenance and for
human species and even planetary sys-

tems maintenance are on a complete col-
lision course. At a certain level of
technological development, the domina-
tor model literally goes into self-destruct.
And we're seeing it. The chalice is not
the governing ethos, it is the blade. But

the blade is now the
nuclear bomb. It
isn't technology
that's the problem, it
is high technology
mixed with a domi-
nator system. Many
women have been
frightened by tech-
nology. But women
have to acquire
thcse skills and learn
to transform tech-
nology. The bad
news is that we're all
in this mess
together.

However, we
need to focus on the
good news. The time
for protest was a

very important time,
but now we need
more than Protest. A
15-year-old teenage
woman I spoke to
said that everyone
in her alternative
school is always pro-
testing about every-

bly schizophrenic socialization: the male
half of humanity is reminded that it has
to dominate and conquer, and that under
no circumstances should it be identified
with the so-called soft feminine values,
bccause, if it is, the men are not going to
be real men. Well, what are thcse femi-
nine values? They're compassion, caring,
non-violence. What distinguishes my
work is that it is a systems approach.
When you look at value structures in sys-
tems terms, you begin to see the obvious.
The dominator system begins with the
ranking of the male half of humanity
over the female half, ultimately backed
up by the threat of force - that's what

thing. After reading
Tle Clalice and tlc Bladc she said, "It
suddenly hit me that all we're protesting
about is the dominator system. Once we
identify that as the real issue, we can see

how to strengthen the partnership alter-
native." The good news is that we're
becoming aware that there are choices.

As you know, Tic Chalice atd tle Blade
functions on two basic levels. On one
level, it provides a new conceptual frame-
work of the configurations of these two
models of society. It says that these are
our two choices as a species, We are a
dimorphic species, with two halves. Our
tunnel-visioned dominator society has
ignored that.
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continued on p. 3O

On a second level the book tells a dif'
ferent story of our cultural heritage, a

story that is far more fascinating, and
more congruent with the best available
scientific evidence. It is also a more
hopeful story of our human adventure
here on earth. It tells us that the old sto-
ries were very useful for maintaining the
dominator system. We were told that a

better society is just not possible. We
were told that the dominator system is

divinely ordained (original sin) and bio-
logically ordained (selfish genes)' The
original sin story comes in the same

handy little package with a justification
for male dominance; Eve is to be blamed
for nothing less than everything that
ever afflicted us. It's divinely decreed. In
the same way, the biological story of the
selfish gene comes with the same pack-
age, that it's meant to be. They're myths
that justify the status quo.

Another story I was taught in college
in all seriousness is that civilization
began with male dominance. Marx,
Engels, and many feminists, even Simone
de Beauvoir, bought into this one. But
it's not true. What we now know is that
our civilization was truncated when this
happened. Marija Gimbutas at the
University of California at Los Angeles is

an incredible archaeologist who didn't
read the captions. She really looked and
reported what she saw, which is that in
fact civilization begins in societies where
women played leading roles. These were
the earliest agrarian societies, with a sus-

tained food supply which freed people
from foraging around so that they could
pay attention to other things. These
societies lasted for thousands of years.
To these societies we owe the basic tech-
nologies on which later all civilization is

based.
Already in the 19th century when

archaeology was still in its infancy, there
was evidence of these societies. But what
confused its interpretation was the Para-
digm of "if it isn't patriarchy, it has to be
matriarchy." When they saw that the
goddess was worshipped, and that
women were not in a miserable situatioo,
the scholars of that time concluded that,
if men didn't dominate women, women
must have dominated men. Then, when
they began to see that men's situation
really didn't look so miserable, a lot of
them heaved a sigh of relief and said it
must have been patriarchy after all,
because those were the only two domina-
tor choices. That's how they saw it - a

good example of tunnel vision.
Another reason for the confusion is

that the data was very fuzzy. There was

a bias built into the process of dating
archaeological remains. If something



n What can we count on, oh feminine?
V An interview granted to Jeanette stanfield by the Goddess
f

Wfu do you ise at tlis lime, ol
Goddess of tle Eartl?

11
Y I come now because people are

very unsure of themselves. Even their
scientists who have forged the way of
"certain progress" are beginning to ques-
tion the road human society is taking. I
am rising in the bowels of individuals who
have had enough ofthe game ofviolence,
war and poverty which seems to lead to
even more violence, war and poverty. I
get birthed by indigenous cultures who
are discovering that their ancient wisdom
about the land is crucial to human survi-
val. I come now because people are
yearning for a new story of human living
and are beginning to actively give me an
ear. I come now because there is still
time.

What help can you bring to the
people of the earth, to the very
people who have oppressed you
for 5000 wars?/1',

Y I .o*" to bring healing to a peo-
ple who are blindly destroying their
home. I bring the wonder of touchilg
and nurturing the earth. My very pres-
ence questions the "conqueriag of space"
and the "assaulting of nature" with
human technology. I atrune people to
the rhythm and flow of the earth. I ally
myself with the indigenous people who
hold the wisdom of Mother Earth. I
come to people on a journey of con-
sciousness, a journey which will involve
suffering, woundings, confession, inter-
ior cleansing, and a coming together to
covenant with one another and with the
earth. I come to give human beings
another chance to be co-partners with
the planet.

What's gotten us into this fix and

^ how will we get out of it?

I 
"ou 

humans seem to think that
your bodies are just machines to be used

and fixed up at will. You think the only
thing that really counts is the rational
mind. You and your mechanical objectiv-
ity have gotten you into this fix. What
a piry! Now many of you are reaching
out to the heart for a way to be released

from entrenched, boring pattems. Body,
mhd, and spirit are who you are. I bring
the gift of an open heart. I give permis-
sion to humans to take off the layers of
protective scales from the heart and to
be vulnerable. The cold crustiness has to
go. What do you think Christmas,
Channakah and celebrations of light are

all about anyway? I encourage creativity,
delight, intuition, and empathy. I call
forth experimentation, invention and
transformation. I permit tears, compas-
sion and joy.

What difference will an open heart
make to busiress transactions and
dec is ion- makinp ?

I lt *iff invite deep listening to
what is really needed. It will invite a

give-and-take among colleagues who
experience that they are equal partners in
making the decisions about products,
methods, resources. Fixed outcomes
created in back rooms by "the boys"
will become a mode of the past.
Thinking will begin to come out of what
is emerging rather than from what
"ought" to be. Implications of decisions
will be looked at carefully - implica-
tions beyond the financial, implications
about the effect of the decision on
human beings and on the resources and
well-being of the planet. This will
invite trust and the putting away of fear
and aggression.

Oh, Feminirc One, what is the
challenge that we face at this
moment?(1

Y It's really a question of what game

you continue to ptayl The survival of
the fittest - that's your game now. It's a

powerplay game, and you are all familiar
with its rules: consume more; force it;
win at all costs; work harder; those poor
suckers deserve everything they get; be

tough; money makes the world go round;
defend your honour; fight them with all
your might; just the facts, man, just the

facts; I move up, so you move down; get
with the rat tace. My country right or
wrong.

The funny thing is that the only win-
ner of this game may be the ubiquitous
cockroaches. You need a new game, a

game built on the circle rather than the
pyramid, a game in which everyone
wins, including you; a game in which
furure generations can thrive, a game in
which there are economic benefits for
harvesting the gifts of cultures, for com-
posting garbage, for planting trees, for
using elecuic cars, for putting in solar
heating, for setting up viable economic
systems in Fourth World countries, for
living in a partnership marriage, for
raising children as planetary citizens,
for staying well. The game becomes one
of creating viable and fruitful systems
for the human race to live on Planet
earth - inventions, pattems which nour-
ish the planet's ecological systems and
give well-being to humans, aaimals, and
plants on this earth. That is a game I
would be willing to partner with mY
whole being. What about you?
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Organigrams by Bill Wipfler

looked fairly advanced, it tended to be
ascribed to a later civilization. For exam-
ple, if something was found in the
Balkans (which Gimbutas now calls the
civilization of Old Europe) and if it
looked really good, they said it must
have come from a classical Greek colony

about 600 B.C. Well, after World War II
along came Willard Libby who got the
Nobel prize for radio-carbon dating.
With this advanced technology we find
that, lo and behold, it wasn't 600 B.C., it
was closer to 6,000 B.C. That shakes up
the whole idea of when civilization starts

and when everything happens.
Now we have the evidence that for

thousands ofyears there were these soci-
eties where there was peace, To us it
seems incredible, it seems too ideal. So
one "explanation" is that the various
settlements had no contact with each
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other. But it isn't true that these people
didn't trade with each other, it isn't that
they didn't know of each other. For
example, in Catal Huyuk, one of the
largest Neolithic sites ever found, there's
very clear evidence that there were peo-
ple of many ethnic stocks. Obviously
some cultural mix was going on. It was

quite prosperous. There are no signs of
destruction through sacking or through
warfarc - that comes later. The evi-
dence also belies the theory that once
you get a surplus, human nature
is so greedy and miserable that
there is no way to live with-
out warfare.

Though there were
some differences in status I
and wealth, there was a far
more equitable sharing of
the wealth. In sharp con-
trast to the male-
dominant theocracies of
later on, with their
huge temple com-
plJxes, it Catal {

Huyuk the shrines are
interspersed among the
houses. It's the sort of
thing the women's spi-

shrines had mortars for lll

rituality movement is , Y. l\
encouraging..l"qT -i / ltl$',encouragrng tooayi a / \t lK\j'
people's spirituality to ' )..\(
which all have access. { t,\

These shrines touch \)VThese shrine, ,or"f, \lV f
me so much. There you li. .\
will find something that'i, )women need to know. S' 1fr,
Women's work such as pre- I t /l .*tti

Bllil 13 
"i :il,'"}*-,* \' l,iFT[

Reality has been stood on its
hcad for us. These societies
were not ideal societies. But
these societies whcre women
were priestesses, craftsPeoPle,

heads ofclans and had some-
thing to say about how to
share the wealth and distrib-
ute the food were so much

better than what came
after that they were later
remembered in manY
legends about a lost par-

adise, about a golden
age,

As I pursued my
research, a lot of things
began to make eminent
scnse. Hesiod, a

Greck poet who wrote
about the same time
as Homer, tells us that
there was once a

golden race. But then
there came a lesser
racc who brought with
them Ares, the god of
war. Of this golden
race, Hesiod tells us
that "they tilled their

fields in peaceful ease."
These are the people of
the Neolithic, the first
farming people.

'-' In the story of the
Garden of Eden, the clues

werc also there, but we didn't
have the

man. I always wondered what it was like
before "henceforth." But nobody in the
religious establishment ever wanted to
deal with that, or with the assumed
wrong of eating from the tree of knowl-
edge. There are many, many levels of
story to justify a dominator system
there. The authoritarian, totalitarian,
dominator message is: Do not think for
yourself, do not search for knowledge or
your own answers. Just think the way

I'm tclling you to think. Blaming woman'
what better expedient for discrediting
the whole earlier mYthologY.

When I was a kid I couldn't under-
stand why there was a snake in the gar-

den of Edcn. Not onlY that, but this
woman was taking advice from a snake?

Why? Nobody wanted to even talk about
it. We now know that the snake, the ser-

pent, was one of the epiphanies of the
goddess. It sheds its skin, it is a symbol of
birth, death and regeneration, the core
belief system of these societies. In the
cycles of vegetation we are reborn. It's a

very integrated system they figured out.
But the snake is also associated with
oracular widsom,

Remember the Oracle of DelPhi in
the Temple of Apollo, a site taken over
from an earlier goddess who then became
Athena, a co-opted deity. These myths
of the rape and the dismemberment of
the goddess are telling us what really
happened. What happened to Athena
was co-oPtion. Becausc she became co-
opted, now she becomes this monster,

These aocietles whele women wele plieste$aes, Graftspeople, and

hsadr of ctane we?e ao much better than what came after that

they were later remembered in many legends aa a lost paladiaer a

golden age.
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grinding grains, and ovens 4l ,(1#
for baking brcad. It was a ' /-1' '*
thanking of the earth, as it '

were. Remember the passage in the
Bible where old Jeremiah is railing at
how the people are reverting to the wor-
ship of the Queen of Heaven. The
daughters of Ziot are being reviled for
"backsliding." By then the men are the
only ones who get to talk. They are say-

ing that when their wives used to bake
cakes for the Queen of Heaven there was
peace and prosperity.

So the clues to this earlier time have
always been there. The ancestry of the
baking of the cakes goes back to these
civilizations of 6,000 years ago. What
women did was sacred, and indeed it is

sacred. In the Old Testament we see the
purification after childbirth squeezed in
between the curing of leprosy and the
making of meat kosher. Think of itl
After the holy act of giving life you had
to get a male priest to purify you from it!
And of course you had to pay him.

larger story, the
contextual frame-
work. It tells us
there was a time
when woman and
man lived in har-
mony with one
another and with
nature. Where was
it? It was in a gar-
den. Well, the first
farming societies
planted the first
gardens on this
earth. When was
iti It was before a

male god suppos-
edly decreed that
woman henceforth
be subservient to

)&(
, to) I

't
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Little Girl On A Troin
Margoret Ookley

"Ching sfu surn che moon" - "Pleose mind the doors" -
Swiftly, smoothly, the troin recovers from its thirty-

second stop.

And, before me, o smoll person, coptured in an instont -
A vestige cell, one in the forming of o notion's future.
Smoll, block, bobbed heod, shining neotness:
Yesterdoy's legacy, o regimented code of educotion.
Todoy, o symbol of tomorrow's open doors
To o world thot welcomes the leomed.

Little girl, stonding with modern Chinese fomily,
Miniotures of oncient times ond troditions,
Blended now with new life styles, new ombitions;
Accepting the fost, rolling troin - o symbol of life.

Doily demands ore upon you;
Baby brother cries to be lifted up,
How often is he your tyront, your delight
In those brief evening hours between school ond sleep?
Preschool brother, splendid in bow-tied uniform,
Wonts you to ploy ond help him count -
Yat, ye, saam, sei - leorning.is still o game
For this qdored eldest son.

Yet you, little girl, stond quiet amidst the clomour,
Resting for unknown times ohead.
Slender hqnd removes thick-lensed glasses,
Unfocussing intelligent tired block eyes.
Cosuol Chinese fother, compossionote and coring,
Gently smoothes dork circles,
Smiles ond tousles your hoir, yet knows not how
To relieve the weight of your wolk toword the future.

For this is o new age, little girl.
You ore os occepted os your brothers of old.

[tllargara Oallcl k a lumat &ulopma* con*ka* it Hoag Kottgl

Now you, too, must cherish your education
And grosp the trust bestowed upon you.
Your sisters of ancient times
Were sometimes sold, sometimes left to die;
Did not expect other thon to be burdened
With toil ond core to the end of their weory doys.

You olso ore burdened, endowed with new freedom:
A notion, impotient for the gifts of your learning,
Denies you delight in directed discovery.
Intricote Chinese history, interwoven dotes qnd

dynosties;
Longuoges ond sciences; music, poetry and art.
You must honour the oncient yet bridge to the new;
You strive young for the goal of A-level success.

But where is your right to be q little girl? -
To lough and play; to leqm ot grondmother's side,
To delight in being o womon, creoting, guiding
The destiny of o fomily into o new century?
Yours is the dilemmo of the peoples of this eorth.
New times beckon fqmilies forwqrd;
Old troditions clutch ond inhibit yet demond honour,
In this burgeoning, minioture notion, Hong Kong.

Troin gently rocking, stonding in the doorwoy of time,
You ore cought in the chrysolis of transition;
Colled to leod and discover new roles from
The knowing of centuries in your white-garbed frogility.

The world stonds in owe of your inherited strength,
For deep is your culture - temporol change so often

embroced -
And the light glows within you, \rarrn ond creqtive:
The occepting colm spirit of the new leorned one.

this hybrid deity of wisdom and war.
What an absurdity! She becomes not of
woman born and so completely distances
herself symbolically. But even by then at
Delphi there was a priestess who worked
with a serpent, a python, and all the
statesmen (and they were men by then)
would come to her to ask her for the
oracular wisdom. So if Eve was asking
the serpent for advice, it was because the
serpent was a symbol of oracular
wisdom.

In the old reality this makes eminent
sense. What doesn't make sense, and
points to a fundamental systems shift, is
the rest of the story which we all know
too painfully. This whole mythology of

the danger of woman is really rooted not
in some deep psychological fear that men
inevitably have of women, but simply in
the fear of the dominators for having top-
pled what was once the greatest power in
the universe: the Goddess, and her
earthly representative, woman. What
the ancients saw at the dawn of human
consciousness - and was then obscured -
was the miracle that life emerges from
the body of woman, and that sexuality is
sacred.

Ttre shift from what I call a partner-
ship to a dominator system began to hap-
pen somewhere round 4,000 B.C. with
incursions of the pastoralist invaders

from the periphery, the arid deserts of
the south and thc barren steppes of the
north. Someone said that maybe we had
no business living there. Pastoralism is in
itself not the best technology for consery-
ing the environment. Apparently, there
were climatic changes going on. Perhaps
habits of living in this milieu became
tense, miserable, inhuman. And then this
ffaumatic way of living became institu-
tionalized. Maybe it came out of some
horrible period of hardship. The fact is
we don't know, but it was not inevitable.
That story remains to be fully
reconstructed.

Marija Gimbutas has traced the
incursions. Suddenly you begin to see the
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What are the precedents lor partnership?

Gan parlnership withstand the pressure of time?

well.known biologists and luturists Lynn Margulis and

Dorion Sagan show that partnership has been the way of

lile and growth lor millions of years lor earth's inhabitants'

LYNN MARGULIS ANd DORION SAGAN

To abstractlY grasP the Potendal
of life in the future, we must care-

fully look at life in the past. The dra-

matic evoludon of man cannot be

separated from the coevolution of
our microbial ancestors, the bacte-

ria construcdng our cells and the

cells ofour food species ofplants and

animals. In coevolution over thou-
sands of years Partners change
genetically. Inherited partnerships

ivolve together as new proteins and

developmental Patterns emerge'
Ulcimately the Partners become

rctally dependent on each other, and

it is no longer valid to consider them

individuals. The agricultural grain

corn provides a striking example of
such coevolution, one that has

occurred in human lifetimes, during
the past few thousand Years. No
longer does corn wither nacurallY

like the grasses from which it
evolved: corn now must have its

thick husk removed bY human
hands in each and every generation'

Now its reproduction is tied to ours.

It cannot comPlete its life cYcle

without us because it is Part of us'

Once tcosinte, an inconsPicuous,
self-sufficient grass on the Mexican
plateau, the plant has been selected

Ly hungry peoPles and grown for

larger and larger kernels. It has

become a major staPle for human-

ity. The luxurY of YesterdaY has

become the necessiry of todaY. The
fantastic increase in the human pop-

ulation depended on Plants, and

probably will continue to depend on

them and their bacteria-derived chlo-

roplasts if we are to move into space.

It took a thousand hectares during
the last interglacial period to sup-

port a single old-stone-age hunter. It
takes over 10,000 times less sPace to

supPort a modern JaPanese rice

farmer. Thus for every hunter that

once roamed the island of Honshu

there can now exist over 10,000

inhabimnts in a TokYo suburb. Like
the cells of the microcosm before us,

human beings must coevolve with
plants, animals, and microbes'
Eventually, we will probably aggre-

gate into cohesive, technologY-
supported communities that are far

more tightly organized than simple

or extended families, or even nation-

states or the governments and sub-

jects of superpowers. Inconspicuous

seeds of the coming suPercosm ln

space paralleling the fleshy-finned
fish thac gave rise ro all land verte-

bates, or the quirkY sYstem of
meiotic sexualitY that we have

inherited from certain Protists -
may already be Present on earth'

Such seedling systems could include

various forms of Political, eco-

nomic, and technological organiza'

don. GrouPs of organisms form new

Partner,ffl 
BIoSPHERE

We can atreadY see hrnts that the

boundaries of life are growing.

Popu!ations, industries, universities,

and suburbs have grown raPidlY, but

none has grown indefinitely without

causing severe resource depletion

and environmental transformation.

Natural selection, which is iust differ'

ent rates of reproduction, whether in

spirochetes or spider monkeys, can be

emotionally frightening. Populations

are beyond good and evil. TheY grow

in response to the availabilitY of

space, food, and water- When too

numerous, organisms either perish or

transcend themselves.
If they transcend themselves theY

find new ways to Procure room' car-

bon, energy, and water, which Pro-
duces new wastes. The increasingly

abundant producdon of new wastes

tests those that made ir Life itself
becomes a cenual figure creating its

own problems and solucions. An

example of such a Problem would be

pollution created by the use of com-

pounds in the outer solar system as

part of a program of resource acqui-

iition Uy future corporations. Such

toxic wastes might reach earth. On
earth, the solution, as in the case of
the oxygen problem of the earlY

microcosm, might be new organ-

isms able to tolerate or make use of
such wastes. This, in turn, would

establish a living partnership that

stretched millions of miles, from

earth to the moons of Saturn.



The trip from greedy gluttony, from instant satisfaction to

long-term mutualism, has been made many times in the

microcosm. Indeed, it does not even take foresight or intelli-

gence to make it the brutal destroyers always end up

destroying themselves - automatically leaving those who

get along better with others to inherit the living world.

beings at higher levels of organiza-
tion. Societies and populations are
groups of organisms formed of mem-
bers of the same species; communi-
ties are groups of organisms formed
of members of different species.
Symbionts under certain pressures
behave as single wholes.
"Individual" trillions of times their
size. Larger beings - whose compo-
nents are also being - have been
called "super-organisms."

Since symbiosis is the rule in evo-
lution and organisms are ai*ays
organized into communities of dif-
ferent species, no one species could
'make the transition to space alone.
Ilumans seem well suited to help
disperse the Earth-based biota, and
they may occupy a prominent place
in the supercosm - just as mitochon-
dria, using oxygen inside the cells of
plants and animals, helped such
organisms settle the dry land. But
for humans to play such a promi-
nent role in the expansion of life into
space, they must learn from the suc-
cessful species of the microcosm.
Humans must move more rapidly
from antagonism to cooperation,
and generally treat all species as

fairly as a small farmer does his egg-
laying chickens and milk cows.
Unlike poaching rare animals for
their pelts, or garishly displaying
horned heads over a mantelpiece, or
shooting birds for sport, or bulldoz-
ing rain forests, such fair treatment
means living with other organisms.
It means gradually forming super-
organisms. Contrary to his hunting
ancestors, the small farmer of today
does not destroy a chicken or cow

for a single feast, but cares for the
animals, consuming their milk and
eggs.

This sort of change from killing
nearby organisms for food to help-
ing them live while eadng their dis-
pensable parts is a mark of species
maturity. It is why agriculture, in
which grains and vegetables are
eaten but their seeds always stored,
is a more effecdve strategy than the
simple gathering of plana. The trip
from greedy gluttony, from instant
satisfacdon to long-term mutual-
ism, has been made many times in
the microcosm. Indeed, it does not
even take foresight or intelligence to
make it: the brutal destroyers
always end up destroying them-
selves - automatically leaving those
who get along better with others to
inherit the living world.

The ancestors to the mitochon-
dria of our cells were probably
vicious bacteria that invaded and
killed their prey. But we are living
examples that such desuuc-
tive tactics do not
work in the

Iong run: mitochondria peacefully
inhabit our cells, providing us with
energy in return for a place to live.
While destructive species may come
and go, cooperation itself increases
through time. People may expand,
plundering and pillaging the
Amazon, ignoring most of the bio-
sphere, but the history of cells says

we cannot keep it up for long. To
survive even a small fraction of the
time of the symbiotic bacterial set-
tlers of the oceans and earth, people
will have to change. Whether we
move into space or not, we will have
to dampen our aggressive instincts,
limit our rapacious growth, and
become far more conciliatory if we
are to survive, in the long term, with
the rest ofthe biosphere.

Tlis article is excerpted from tle bool
Microcosmos: Four Billion Years of
Microbial Evolution fu Lynn tVaryulis ail
Dorion Sagat. Publislted b7 Summit Bools,
1986. Distribrted by Simon I Scfiuster, Inc.
Tlis ncerpt is from Chapter 13 entitled
"The Fatare Supercosm." Repinted aitl

permission from tle autfiors. Dr. Lynn
Margulis, Distinguisled Uaiversity
Professor at tle UziocrsiQ of tllassaclusetts
at Amierst, las publisled widely and las co-
autlored science tcaclittg materiak at lnek
from elemeatat! to gradaate scltool. Hcr
research las fonssed parrtcabrfi on symbio-
sis, anolation, spirocletes, cell motility and
tle oigin of eularyotic eells. Dorior Sagan,
a B.A. from t/te same utiversity, las wittet
,ramerout articles, co-oatlored sateral bools
atd is a slilled slrigfit-of-laad magician.
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and responsive pcoPle. Therc was really
no way of knowing who would respond to
thc question that I would raise.

Michael Heyn of UNFPA said, "Focus
on the urban slums of Nairobi." Dr.
Davies of WIIO said, "Form an advisory
committee, and allow them to give form
to the programme." Moses Mutuku of
UNICEF told me, "Involve local people."
Ezra Mbogori of Undugu Society said,

"Work through the government."

PEOPLE OF COMMON CONCERN

I dreaded the idea ofan advisory com-
mittee because it would be a lot of trouble
to organize and I would have to take their
advice! The ego force behind my bright
ideas about how the event should take
shape warred with the idea of having oth-
ers tell me what to do. In defense of total
surrender which I found to be difficult,
impossible, but also unstrategic, I dccided
to stake my interest in two intents: high-
lighting the local Kabiro Health Project in
the Nairobi neighbourhood of
Kawangware and spotlighting my ability
to facilitate a conference. I remembered
an insight told to me years ago' "In collab-
oration, decide on your bottom lines
before entering into dialoguc." This par-

ticular Advisory Committee turned out to
be the coming together of people of com-
mon concern who kncw each other well
with years of shared experiences and
respect for each other gained through a

record of active scvice.
I initially went to see Mr. HeYn of

UNFPA to confirm interest in putting
form to a programme that would be right
for the needs of Nairobi. He called me
back on Christmas Eve. He had received
some funding from New York that would
ensure UNFPA's backing of the
Programme.

RAISING OUESTIONS

Our next challenge
sponsorship from the
ment agencies. Even

was to secure co-
necessary govern-
though moncy is

Keith Packard

Keith Packard is a consultant to ICA

Kenya. Her experience in setting up

a health conference in Nairobi was

brought to our attention as an

example of a working PartnershiP

involving several organizations

interested in a common task but with

different perspectives and concerns.

It highlights important aspects of

creati ng working PartnershiPs.

fter living in Kenya for five years,
visiting hundrcds of rural com-
munities, and becoming familiar

with most sections of thc beautiful capital
city, it was obvious to me that Nairobi
needed a major conference on primary
health care and family Planning. I
wanted to make sure that this conference
would not be "preaching to the choir"
about the urgency of family planning and
primary health. Major players in the
health and population question seemed
to be alert to the urgency of the question.
But I couldn't help thinking that those
most directly involved in the solution to
the challenge - the poor, the illiterate,
the unemployed - would never have
access to the information and might
never know a pathway to the solutions.

I had attended the Better Health
Conference which was co-sponsored by
UNICEF, UNFPA, IPPF, the PoPulation
Council, WHO, and the Hewlett
Foundation. I decided to raise with all of
the offices of the co-sponsors located in
Nairobi the idea of creating the means by
which the concerns and resolutions
passed by the Better Health Conference
might reach the population at the grass-
roots. Little did I know at that point the
power of raising a que$tion and offering to
throw in some seed money towards creat-
ing an answer.

As I looked at the Participants list
from the conference I was reminded of
Boulding's "invisible college" of sensitive

ON

needed to get the ball rolling, the most
shallow form of collaboration is donating
money. In active involvement deeper
forms of collaboration are made possible.

But how is it that one beckons others to
this involvement? I recalled a term used

in a speech by Dr. Joep van Arendonk of
UNDP emphasising the value of asking
questions. I decided to become a person

of the question mark. If in putting form to
this programme, I could continue to raise

questions and be responsive to whatever
answers qrme, those concerned could per-
haps make this programme their own.
The most important questions were: Who
should we involvei What urban slum will
we focus on besides Kabiro and
Kawangware? What should be the intcnt
of the programme? Who else should bc
invited to co-sponsor? Who else should
the programme be for? Where should it bc
held? How can we gain government spon-
sorship? Etc., etc., etc. Each question Pro-
vided an initial opportunity for
participation. Each answer opened up

other opportunities.

DIFFICULT ADVICE

Seeking advice and learning to take it
was an important point of growth for me
throughout this experience' It was espe-
cially difficult for me when, in February,
the President of Kenya announced March
national elections for the same time our
conference was scheduled. Immediately
the advice came to Postpone the pro-
gramme. This meant cancelling hotel res-
-rvations, sending word out to PeoPle in
Brussels, New York, Cairo and Abidjan to
cancel their plans to come in March, and
re-working the grant to roll money for the
programme over into the next Year.

I dreaded having to wait until after

June to live through the event. Frankly,
at this point, I just wanted to get the
whole thing over with. But, far from being
a point of vulnerability, the event Post-
ponement greatly empowered the final
mceting. At the same time, changes
within UNFPA made it possible to use
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Collaboration is a prncess of mixing intents and resources to bring

about a result tlat roill benefit all concerned. It @as a learningfor me

that it aorls for people to approacl a tasl wtiti dffiring motiaes.

our proposed strategic planning workshop
to leverage several UNFPA proposed
projects which would require official gov-
ernment sponsorship. The extra prepara-
tion time enabled us to deepen
relationships with all the non-
governmental organizations and field
people who we had initially contacted, as

well as to expand the list of those who
should be included. In addition, it gave us

the opportunity to personally visit all thc
chiefs of the areas involved. We visited as

a collaborative team with an Officer of
the Vice-President, with UNFPA as an
interested donor, and with the Institute
of Cultural Affairs as an NGO with field
experience. These visits were time con-
suming, informative and fun, a chance for
all to get out into the realities, to create
personal relationships with the chiefs, and
to honour the local situations. They also
made possible serious community
involvement and staging the site visits as

part ofthe conference.
Right from the beginning, the group

was a little different, in that it was cross-
sectoral with a fine mix of government
donors and NGOs including Mary
Ndirangu of Kawangware. Mary is
important: she was born and raised in one
of Nairobi's urban slum communities and
her concern was fuelled by an iron will.
She had worked her way through college
and nurses training, gained experience at
a private hospital, and then decided to
bring her skills and experience back to

Kawangware to manage the Kabiro
Clinic. Mary was always a special pres-
ence, grounding ideas in practical applica-
tion. She represented those people that
others were concerned about. Five
months after our very first meeting Mary
died ofa blood clot that went to her lungs.
In many ways Mary Ndirangu was a driv-
ing force for me in keeping at the task of
putting the programme together. I used
to think of hcr often as I walked from
office to office. I would remember her
smile, "Are you still working, Keith?
You're not quitting, are you?"

NEW CONFERENCE IMAGE

Turning around the image of what the
conference was involved a major effort.
Almost everyone tended to relate to con-
ferences, workshops and seminars as aca-
demic exercises where concerns are
raised, but action goes nowhere. In urban
slums we were dealing with a very low tol-
erance for unproductive activity. There
was a temptation to focus on speeches and
studies rather than the first-hand experi-
ence of the participants, but in the end a
strategy planning method was the key.
Taking the time and effort to describe
the procedures on paper and to go over
them with the Advisory Committee in
detail was essential for others to have con-
fidence in what would actually go on in
the programme. No one wanted to rePeat
the experience of other conferences. But

they could only take our word for it, that
there would be action this time.

As we got closer to the event "1"
turned to "We," Many people helped out
and, in collaboration, ideas that originally
belonged to one person became jointly
owned and implemented. Each one of us

was stretched to the brink of his or her
capacities - a position of growth and glory
that none ofus would have chosen for our'
selves. There was something contagious
about risk and playfulness, and life won
out. That's the fascination of risk. At one
point we stopped and shared answers to
the question, "What do you do when
you're scaredl" It was really interesting
to hear the answers, everything from
"sing," "take a walk," or, in my case,

"take a shower." I must have taken three
a day for weeks on end.

'YES BEFORE NOtr

Another learning in active collabora-
tion is the importance of the posture of
"Yes before No." This phrase is short for
"be affirmation." This does not come eas-

ily, however. Michael Heyn asked ICA
staff member Edward Mutiso if he was

ea



DlanninE to arrange a meeting with each

Ii',i"i "ia their chosen participants' It
t,"Jn', been anYthing that w-e- h.ad

"i*n"a or talked about' but Mutiso
i-."ai"t"fv said, "Yes'" Our days and

*."[t *".J full of such demands and

requests.

FROII (1" TO'ryE"

deep collaboration' The "invisible col-

lege" became visible.-We 
decided to create a long-range col-

laborat'ron team that would stand in the

p"ttp."ti"" of making structural collabo-

iation possible among various govern-

-.i,, io.., and NGo agencies a.nd

oru"nir.,iont. This team would' during

thE conference itself, respond to commu-

nitv-based plans being developed in the

*oltrf,op and would provide a comple-

mentary macro apProach' The team was

"omposed 
of representatives of govern-

meni and donor agencies as well as a rep-

resentative of each of the target
commut iti.s. This team Put in extra

hours during the workshop, meeting.dur-

ins trn"t 
"-nd "ft"t 

the regular sessions'

iii -"na"." was always to respond to

i"tt ", 
tt,"n to determine what was being

said. This innovation resulted in the pos-

riUitity of immediate action within toP

levels of government with the same

urgency as that of the target "ornq::.:
tie-s. Another suggestion that came withrn

itre tfricX of the event itself was to cnd the

workshop with a cocktail parry' This too'

*"t jut, tigtr, as it provided celebration'

and one more oPPortunity for the unusual

and oowerful mixture of peoplc to-mlx
and cement newly-formed relationshtps'

It was also fun.-- 
Cott"Uotrrion is a Process of mixing

intents and resources to bring about a

r.rri, ittr, will benefit all concerned' It
*", " t""tning for me that it works for

;;oi" to appioach a task with differing

-otiu".. We all wanted to empower

lr"rrroot, Primary health care' MY Par-

ticular intent was to create a network of

rli"ii".tt ipt and to spotlight ICA's abil-

itv to facilitate a strategic planning pro-

cess. UNFPA was looking for a waY to

orovide a framework for the implementa-

Ii* of future projects' NCPD wanted to

initiate planning an urban component,to

"'o-pt"rn"nt 
wo-rk done in the rural' The

c-iiv'co.n-itsion was eager to 
':tpo-nl

creativelv to the urgent needs at hand'

Br"tt -oti"" was different but all were

*-ff"*"nory. Each co-sponsor had, dif-

ferent resources to contribute such as

""""f". methodology' money' vehicles'

I"r"[iontttipt, clouiiuthorization or the

*p""ity of long term follow-through' $

At a certain Point the Programme
becamc more th;n an idea that others

*Li" timpry supPofting' At this point the

"o-rponrott, 
advisors and initiators began

i" ,i"t" requests ofeach other that we all

unJ"tttooA to be necessary' but which

J"nrircfv went beyond the norm' We

"rr*g"a'-""tings 
at 8:00 a'm', we bor-

,o*"i dtir"t., messengers and secretar-

i.r, " photocoPY machine, official
onr"rrr-Lt t stationery. We called each

3in.t t"t" at night and early in the morn-

i"t. W" *or*ked on SaturdaYs and

s,indavs. and, worst of all, we each spent

rf""pfJtt nights trying to solve issues that

tra'"t"rp"I the problem-solving of the

Javlieht 
^hours. 

Such was the experience-

Ji'ii? uigg.t "we." It was the stuff of

RITEoFPASSAGEJOURNEY
A TRAVELLING CAMP FOR, 11 & 12 YEAR OLDS

A month long journey, frlled with camping' hiking and trav-

"ffirg-"i"""tures.-Blys "'d 
gitl" ages 11-through 13 experience -

;hi";";;";, "" " 
.v,rua oftle "paisage" from being children to

il;;;",;. The trip challengesihese new youth to "take on" Iiv-

ing in and creating a., i"ttrdJp"ndent' peace-filled global village'
"'' ---Thi; 

y""", ti" Rite of Passage Journey begins and ends in

Santa Fe, i{ew Mexico. We travel by van- between base camps'

IJ"UU.i'" "frytft* "f 
4""gfting it" anil then "seeing the sights'"

Weswimandexploreasoltenaswecan'anddolaundryand
food shopping once " 

*""t' We sleep in tents and have campfires

every night.
We will camp in spectacular canyons' on a mesa' under

""gu"ro 
.".to., .rrd i" tire Sangre de Cristo,Mountains'

The complet" J;;; t";ins and ends in your home and

community. We encourag" ""th 
family'.church or local sponsor

to *send out' their v**irn"*uer, ana labr' to "welcome--her/ 
.

him home' as a new tup-"Uf" youth' Journey staff are available to

work with you to create these events'

OUR 31st YEAR!

ffi

JULYl -AUGUST1,1989

Maior Activities:

Nalive American StorY{ellers

Rooes Ghallenge Course

24 Hour Solo Vigil
Sweallodge
River Float TriP

Wilderness Skills Training

Summer 1989
30 days lor $600

Contact:

IGA West
Dominic Ganavarro
4220 North 25th St.

Phoenix, Arizona 85016
(21 3)223-4ol e
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VIVIAN WALKER

Vktian Walier is Art*tic Adtt*er
to tle Aboiginal Natiotal
Tleatre Trast in Australia, a
group of youg aboriginal PeoPle

figtting to leiglten self-esteem

and pmoide rolc models to abor-
iginal yutfi, and one of tle orga-
nizcrs of rte Aboriginal
Aus tra lia n P layori gl ts
Conferenees. His motler is
Oodgeroo Noonuccal, tle
ren outn ed a bo rigi n a I poetes s, art-
ist and actizist lnoan more
oide$ as Katl Waller. Sie
clranged bacl to ler tribal aame
as a stateflefit duing tle
Aus tra lian Bicntennia l.

The women in
aboriginal society
control the eco-
nomic base in the
tribal circum-
stance through
the food gather-
ing tradition. In
the '60s it was the
aboriginal women
who paved the
way for the men
in the most signif-
icant political
development to
be achieved by
aboriginal people
in this century,
the changes to
the constitution which made
us citizens of Australia and
included us in the national
census. The men and white
Australian supporters carried
the fire of thac event onto the
equally important achieve-
ments of establishing medical,
housing, legal and education
services which are scill strongly
in operation today, having
been locked into the
Australian political system.

There can be no doubt,
however, that the great female
flame, the very basis of our
society from time immemorial,
moved to keep our culture
alive, and metamorphosised to
propel us into a new type and
phase of survival. The dog-eat-
dog type of survival of the
Caucasian man's twentieth
century.

The situation today is
much the same in terms of
white Australia's belligerent

and bitter refusal to admit
their alienness to the land-
scape. This idiocy is the cause
cf massive soil erosion, pollu-
tion and salination of water-
ways, genocide of native
species, and a myriad of other
earth and sky damages. This
situation is, ofcourse, being
repeated all over the world, at
an ever increasing and alarm-
ing rate.

The indigenous peoples of
the world must act now, and
the others must listen. The
Caucasian races must stop
yelling racism like spoilt chil-
dren when indigenous peoples
come together to council.

Indigenous peo-
ples must cease
their forever for-
giving white cul-
ture of their gross
ecological misbe-
haviour on the
basis that they
just do not under-
stand. In short, it
is time to stop,

It is only the
Caucasian who
believes himself
to be better than
nature and
mother earth.
Caucasian cul-
ture ignores the
truth on the basis

that it would have to admit
that the reverse ofthe
Darwinian thesis is in fact the
truth. That is, that their cul-
ture is adolescent to indigc-
nous culture, that it is
infantile, wasteful, inesponsi-
ble and dangerous like the
undisciplined child, and that it
is the mindless Neanderthal
which it has so vigorously
striven to make indigenes out
to be for centuries in countless
anthropological and archaeo-
logical studies. For, make no
mistake, it is not the indigene
who is killing every living
thing on this planet of ours, it
is Caucasian culture. The
present situation, however, has
become all of our
responsibility.

One is pressed to wonder
when the white man will take
a real look at his own history
and sincerely attempt to gain
learning from it, for the words

I speak are not confusing; the
concepts ofwhich I speak are
not only mine and are cer-
tainly not a new way of think-
ing. The same words of
warning have been spoken
softly, politely, solicitously,
loudly and angrily by countless
indigenous spokespeople over
a vast amount of time.

But the world is changing.
The natural balances are com-
ing. Let us hope that it will not
be too late.

Landless peoples, that is,

peoples ofany race who by
design or unintentionally
inhabit a place from which
they did not culturally spring,
must pledge to sincerely
attempt to ultimately compre-
hend and communicate with
the landscapes they now
inhabit through the indigenous
culture of that territory. Only
with the proper care, correct
protocol and courtesy (which
after all is demanded by the
earth mother, and is the reason
why che conccpt of land own-
ership is alien to the indigene),
will land development and eco-
nomic exploitation succeed in
providing a maximum benefit
for all peoples.

I would secondly recom-
mend that you acknowledge
and commit yourself to the
great indigenous well of wis-
dom open and available upon
request to all of us as the fun-
damental mechanism of
change for the future, The
current situation worldwide
regarding drug abuse alone
must prompt us to think very
deeply about how to imple-
ment traditional learning prin-
ciples in a contemporary
society, as well as traditional
medicine and even housing.

I would also recommend
that we begin constructing a

blueprint for the global village
of the future. We in the South
Pacific must provide a working
model of socio-economic and
ecological harmony for all peo-
ples. Recognition and accep-
tance ofthe enormous value of
indigenous and ethnic teaching
methods is a step in the right
direction for an evenly bal-
anced future.

I further recommend the
creation of a World Council of

Indigenous Peoples to operate
completely without interfer-
ence from any other category
of person. This council's rec-
ommendations should be
passed along intact to the
United Nations.

Much can be done to edu-
cate a global audience about
indigenous perspectives
toward the land through the
mechanism of theatre. The
following is from a piece that
Oodgeroo and I wrote for the
Rainbow Serpent Theatre
which played to three million
people at Exposition '88 in
Brisbane last year:

Well, Gidday, Gidday allyou
earth fullas.
Come, sit down my country
now.
I see you all come into
sacred place of mY tribe to
get the strength of the earth
mother.
That earth mother...
We are different, you and
me.
We say the earth is our
mother,
We cannot own her, she
awns us!
This rock, and all these rocks
are alive with her spririt.
They protect us, all of us.
They are, what you fullas say
now, temples!
Since the Alcheringa, that
thing you fullas call
Dreamtime,
This place has given man
shelter from the heat.
A place to paint, to dance
the sacred dance and talk
with his spirit.
How does one repay such
gifts?

By protecting the land.
This land is the home of the
Dreamtime.
The spirits came and
painted themselves an these
walls so that man could
meet here, grow strong
again, and take this strength
back into the world.

Let the spirit of this mightY
land touch yau as it touches
my peaple.
The water is good, it carries
the strength of Kabul.
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rir""giv i"fi U"ii"f ,ttrt *. h"ve been tackling the wrong issues.' and that man'
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GLOBAL MIND CHANGE:
if't""-p-t"At" of the Last Yeers of the

Twentieth Century
by Willis Harman
Knowledge SYstcms Inc', 1988

oublisheJ in cooPeration with the

institute of Noctic Sciences'

185 pp. PaPerback.
brali rto* f nowledge SYsrcms Int''
7777 W. Morris St', Indianapolis' ll't
+ozit, use. Tel. (317) 24r-0749'

One of the most inrcresting and autho-'

.it"At" books I have ever read' Global'iiri-ciiiit is a winner' simPlY and

ir"iirv, wiltis Harman synthesiz€s in

;;ilJ intelligent stYle the Pointers
io*"rds the future produced by some ot

it 
" 

ut 
", 

minds of our time, and' in so syn-

;#;i;;. ;;"vides a brilliant mind maP of

i',it "*t'*ii"h 
could enable the world to

rno* p""""fully and gently into the 21st

Century.- fnt Paradigm the author has con-
' ,r.*i"a'"llows" science and religion to

.in"u" in a marvellous marriage' the con-

rriiri"tio" of which is critical to the sur-

;;;;i";i;t globe' He arsues that in
;i;;"t* ou, iitttn"t view of reality' local

*"t"i" ita man can change the world'

This is a scholarlY book for

the ordinary caring Persons on

ou ol"net.-It is carefullY and

cleaily argued, drawing exam-

ples fiom manY disciPlines' Yet
Iuitt ou, losing the central

ifrt""O. It distills the perennial

wisdom in a waY that discloses

the author as a real teacher'

one who can lead others into

knowledge that can be readilY

ir"nrl"t"-d into action for the

betterment of the world'
Willis Harman has been

described as a Practical vision-
;il;;;;'',.,"i" t"n "who is committed

i.'rtt"-i.."graiion of the spiritual and

ir."ii"",ra j.nowing that is at the heart

;ffi;ffittrte oiNoetic sciences of

*ii"rt t " it 
president" (book 

-cover)'
ii""ii"* t,i- ipeak recently in Mexico

;il;; ieading this book gave me a deeP

sense of the ruth of this statement'--'b-r""-"rr, 
mystics' and practical doers

of our time will read this book as a way oI

..f.rf""'i" our Post-industrial world' and

;;?ft1"; a paih through the Powerless-
ness that results when you cannot see tne

*""Ji"i itt" trees' Eacir of the chapters is

"rii"."i"ttirg 
essay in itscl( but the last

two chapters, "Transforming
it" Wotta MacroProblem" and

"Asoects of the World SYstem

Change" are ParticularlY fine'

oroviding clear JourneYs
ihrough the comPlex Problems
oi outii." and the Possibilities
that exist if we but oPen our

minds to them and act (but

gently) in our world'
There have been manY

futuristic books written in the

iast eigt t Years, each of which

has orovided a title or a sectlon

of p"rr"tn for the mosaic.of the

RockhamPton' Australia

lJanct is Dittci\al of Sirius Scriccs' an

ii'i i) iiir' i i*2, R'i o un" c omp an1. otich

oorls on cnabling clatgc in o'Ea"'zaltotts'l

future. U"t.'i" a book that unveils the

toiJ -ot"i", one that unites the meta-

prrytf""i "ri thc intellectual' and at last

LiuL, W"rr"tn Pcrsons a frame that ena-

Bi;;-";;u" integrated beings again' If
uou 

"r" 
a mystic' or a dreamer' or a practl-

;i;;;;;: ;;mitted to Peaceful social

f"I*", V"" will read this book and be

deeply glad you did. 
_Janet Hughes

GAIA: A WAY OF KNOWING
F"firi""t ImPlications of the New
Biology
by William Irwin ThomPson (Bd')

Lindisfarne Press, 1987' 217 PP'
Paoerback.
u.5. aisttiUrtors: HarPer & Row;

C"".Oi* distributors: Book Centre' Inc"

Monffeal, Quebec.

The bodY of this work consists of

p"plit prerented at the Lindisfarne
'tr"ito*r'Conference in l98l in San

Francisco' The bookend PaPers are an

initJo"rion and a final chaPter bY

William Irwin ThomPson'"'i;;il 
first scction of the book' enti-

,r"i':'sJ"r"; and the Way of Knowing"'

Thompson reircrates that we must move

fro* ia"otogy to an ecology ofconscio.us-

ness and an enantiomorPhic PolitY;

GregorY Bateson urges an ePrs-

tem-ological escaPe from
mechanlcal idealism; Francisco

V"J" op* for a new biologY of
,utonornout units oPerating bY

a losic of coherence; Humberto
M"iut"n" aPPIies Varela's
insiet ts to thJ imPortance of a

laniuaee that allows coherent
i'.t-ruciutal couPIing.'' LYnn

Margulis emPhasizes that the

orin"ciPle of PartnershiP
t"tor""n cells is at the very

root of our being. Henri Atlan

,ho*rs how thJ frontiers of

number of Practical waYs ,in
which ccologY as the basis for

design is thJ framework of the

,r"-of ""ono-ic 
order' Hazel

Henderson vividlY describes

three distinct Phases in the

ir"ntition to Planetization;
ihornrton' in a wide-ranging

essaY.'shows somc of what is
intoiu"a in moving from the

Dresent global State of Terror
[o 

" -o"t" enlightened Gaia

Politique.
Those very familiar with thc

life and thought of th."

il;;iJg" now lie in between the differ-

ent fields-of scientific knowledge'-" 
fi" ,.o"rs in the second part of the

book, entitiea "Gaia Politique" focus on

the application of the planetary para-

;i;;i;h" Todd describes an increasing

Lindisfarne Institute may find this work

" 
iii r. Jit"ppointing and repetitive; those

iot familiai with it will find a rich source

;i;;;;;; for navigating a Path throush

"th"e rapids of change." 
_ Brian Stanfield

ACHIEVING PEACE BY THE
Vnan 2ooo: A Twe1ve Point
Proposal
by John Huddleston

Oneworld Publications Ltd', London'

1988. 143 PP. PaPerback'

A;HI" from tc'stanabrook House' Old

li""a S*",' London WIX 3TD' U'K'

Like Freeman DYson, the nuclear

ohvsicist and peace movement activist'

irin-H"aar"sfon bridges the usual gap

L"rr"""n anti-war protesters and techno-

"r* i" frigf, phces. Both men speak for a

o"rtn"tttti-p bet*e"n popular sentiment

and profeisional expertise to avert the

i"i"J"r" ,"a win the peace' As Chief of

;i;"il&"; "nd 
Planning Division of the

Intcrnational Monetary Fund' and with
'rrir-'"rt, 

experience in the British

itiirilw of Defense, Huddleston brings

i ."iiii professionalism to the challenge

of oeace movement strategy'
Unlike Dyson's conversatioflal stylc'

HuaJGto" writes like he is giving. a

;;;;;i f;; the uN General AssemblY'

ii"-it-" gf"Ue-level bureaucrat' used to



incorporating every official perspective
in his thinking. He knows his history, and
he includes an appendix on the history of
the peace movement from classical China
and Rome through 1988. He knows whar
has been tried before, what resulted, and
has thought long and hard on what can
be learned from it all. If his stylc is nor so
entertaining as Dyson's, perhaps it lies
somewhat beyond entertainment.

Experts working for peace tend to see
the problems and answers in relation to
their own field. For Dyson, this means a
leaning toward the technological fix.
Scientists like Dyson could make nuclear
weapons obsolete by developing a new
generation of superior but non-nuclear
weaponry. Huddleston's vision of borh
causes and answers to war is broader. His
proposals include innovative tactics for
globalizing the peace movement, focus-
ing the military on pure defense, empow-
ering planetary administration, dispute
arbitration, global sanctions against
aggressors, and more. Huddleston is
knowledgeable about the technology of
defense and treaty enforcement, but
being with a United Nations organisa-
tion, his centrepiece of creative thinking
concerns UN reform. In terms of the
structures of peace enforcement, he
seems tantalizingly close to hitting the
winning formula.

Somewhere in the middle of this book
a fascination grows. We are, almost
against our will, on the verge of some sort
of planetary order. And almost every-
thing about how it will work, with all its
checks and balances, is hanging in the
air. This is an intellectual challenge
quite beyond anything faced in the Age
of Enlightenment and the democratic
revolutions. Huddleston is wading in,

helping generate the greatest
public affairs debate in history
with his proposals for global
tax systems, rationales for
planetary representation, and
questions about basic eco-
nomic rights.

As just a small example, he
points out that the World
Court will need a non-partisan
legal definition of war. I had to
scratch my head and come up
with my own proposal: "Any
indiscriminate violence
against the general member-
ship of a targeted social

i: ]:

Then, in the appendix, while
: explaining the role of his own
, Baha'i faith community in the

Peace movement, he offers as
a salutory example "...

, Baha'is are enjoined to be
loyal to all established govern-
ments and not to partake in
partisan politics." Both state-
ments seem to imply a proble-
matic, overly negative sense of

: Peace as the suppression of
authentic conflict. What if, as

Jean Baker Miller, Riane
Eisler and others suggesq the
game is at root psychological -

group." What if we all sent our defini-
tions in to the World Court?

Mr. Huddleston means to challenge
the reader "...to devise better sugges-
tions for achieving peace if the proposals
seem unrealistic or otherwise flawed."
He admits he is dealing with only the ini-
tial steps toward a planetary order.
Others of us, perhaps more from the per-
spective of popular sentiment, may have
to fill in the gaps. For example: If the old
Machiavellian and Darwinist principle
"might is right" is now discredited, hav-
ing last been seriously proposed by Adolf
Hitler, when do we evolve something
beyond "profit is right?"

We might ask why Mr. Huddleston
makes no direct reference to the debt
crisis and the profitecring of interna-
tional moneylcnders as a danger to
peace, being as hc is with the IMF.

A more central question arises in
Huddleston's remarks about the role of
local people. He recommends
"...women's groups to put peace at the
top ofthcir agenda and in effect become
part of the worldwide peace movement."

not the suppression of conflict, but its
transformation from a destructive to a
creative force?

Perhaps Mr. Huddleston does not see
this book as the proper place to present
his own positive vision of human fulfill-
ment. For that, he does little more than
refer the reader to the 1985 Baha'i
Universal House of Justice publication
Tle Promise of Woild Peace. The Baha'i
community as a whole seems bent on
making a contribution to world peace as
great as the historic mission of the
Quakers. And the Baha'is could prove
more successful at this stage of the game,
having at least two advantages. First,
they represent a new world religion
rather than a modification of European
tradition, which may give them greater
potential as a mediatory society. Also, in
their stand against war, they are not
absolutists for pacifism. Thcy recognize
one valid use of force - the same one rec-
ognized by nation states within their own
boundaries: to prevent any violent dis-
ruPtion of the due n'o*'-Til?X 

Griffith

THE POLITICS OF THE
SOLAR AGE:
Alternatives to Economics
by Hazel Henderson
Knowledge Systems, Inc.,
Indianapolis, IN 1988.
433 pp. Paperback.

"Economics is not a science; it is
merely politics in disguise," says Hazel
Henderson in Tlc Politics of rte Solar Age:
Alterzathtes to Ecozotnics. And Washington
is engaged in "the politics of the Last
Hurrah."

Henderson calls for a complete over-
haul of economics so that current realities
in technology, migration, the arms race,
pollution and resource-depletion, con-
sumption, debt, and other global pro-

ccsses will be reflected in eco-
nomic decisions. For example,
under the present rules most
cconomists would consider
money paid to transport and
store toxic waste from indus-
trial operations to be an addi-
tion to GNP instead of being
subtracted, The impact on the
environment is not cvcn
computed.

Politics was written for non-
economists who want to find
out how economics really works

izing rccent economic activity
and a new foreword by Fritjof
Capra.

Henderson challenges econ-
omists, politicians, and corpo-
rate leaders to adopt a broader
view of productivity and effi-
cicncy: "Efficiency for whom?"
she asks. Her points arc sub-
stantiated by numerous illus-
trations and statistical data and
accompanied by suggestions for
hopeful, alternative futures.
She asserts the need to redefine

wealth as human enrichmeng and profit
to mean real wealth rather than private or
public gain won at the expense of social or
environmental exploitationarolyn 
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without spendi+g hundreds of hours of
study. First published in 1981, the book
won the New Options political book of
the year award. This edition conrains a
new introduction by Henderson summar-



DOMINICK AND EUGBNB

Two recent movies explore the theme

"f ;i; 
rltationstrip of two brothers'

itoiii"trtooa, whilJ much touted as an
"td;;i."il;-il fact had a bad historical

"-*ttl 
iii"tr,"rs have been rivals for the

i"""rt "i their father or of God' have

;;;; ;"h ;rher as they have been sPlit

^orit bv ideologies, and have rnsrsteo

if,"i ,t.iv are no1 each other's keepers'

iiil;iii ,ra Eageac and Roin Man tzke a

ft"t-f, i*t at thiJ critical relationship'^'-tt" 
coincidental parallcls between

the two plots are remarkable enough to

"rl"r"" that a larger story is Present' In

;;:i-;;;t, therE is a familY of two

or"t"n"a brothers in their young man-

hood. In each storY one brother ls

r*li"a,-rtt" other tall, fa{ ana-!1^a;

some. In cach story it is the retaroeo

;;;;'h";';h" carries the keY to his
;il"iii,r" brother's initiation into man-

h;;;.4 integriry' The taboo that we as

a culture have put uPon the retarded' the

aitngur"a, is broken' Those whom we

*ou1? r"j""t, incarcerate' and ign-ore are

*i,l' ,t, itaied theY are of us' And we

;;;;;;'";, "ot ", 
o'bi""tt of our charitY

;;;;i;i;"; of our eniighrcned helP' but
rfoif-"n'i performance is credible Tom

b;i;;i; n!i,t "t 
likable nor believable'

;;;i;;; t-it pot.t"Y"t of a self-serving

;;;;;;;1.'so convincing that a week's

ir*tFot*"tion doesn't cut it'

Director: Robert M' Young

Storv: DannY Porfirio
#.1;;;;;fu;in s"'g"nt & coreY Blechman

;;;;'i;;,'iom Hulsc and RaY Liotta

Would that audiences had flocked to

,""',iit -ouie, released last March to

'iiou'*i.'"' f'ol :'r.i'"lJrtXl ffi f:;papers and to cmPty
haopened?"-'ft 

" story is of two brothers' twtns'

*h; ii;" i; ; poor Italian neighbourhood

of'li,iturtgt' Gino (Ray Liotta) goes to

;J;;l l"-t,oot suPPorted bY NickY

?ro- Huft"l his strong, retarded b-t-o.'l"t

ir,o wotkt as a garbage man' .NrcKY
aJores Gino and would do anythtng ror

t i-. Cino is often torn by t!: t".tPontt;

titiri"t of medical school' the limittng ano

r""Tr"Jt "irris 
brother, and his deve]g3-

ing ,o."n"" with another student' LtIe

i"Ert ,".y real as we watch Nicky collect

;;;";;;;d Ci"o "Y 
to balance a lire

iut i"riof,"n threatens to overwhelm him'

;;;";';;; melodrama' unfolds and

;;;';i"-.;;e has been so meticulously

#, *;;;ik on the other side of senti-

mentalitY and bathos'"'-thi; 
is good theatre' absorbing' c.on-

lriniinL-, in? ultimately deeply moving'

RAIN MAN
Dircctor: Barry Levinson
5t.* 

"na 
ScrlenPlaY: Barrv Morrow

;i ii#b;;in'iiori'"n and rom cruisc

Bv now You may have seen Rair. Man

,riil;; t;rnned iY Dustin Hoffman's

.uoerb performancc as Raymond the 
.

:'"*P,i. N,ffi ;""i 
-io,n 

cruisc''s childh ood

;;;;;:;' an autistic "idiot savant"

;;; h; been incarcerated in a benevo-

i"ri f*iit*i"n since childhood' he has a

ii*ir"a and repetetive range of responses

io the world' a Pattern that has been

;."fi r;;;;J and 
'einforced 

bY insti-

irri"i,"r living. This pattern .is pro-

i"r"Jir-i"r,.a 
"when his younger brother'

;i;;;;;'i;F his ratheci runeral that he

t., " Urott"r' removes him from the-

institution in an attemPt to get-a share of

;i';;;ii i"rtune which his father had

il;;;;;:i;olelY to his brother' Their

i"ltrong journeY from ohio to Lo-s

;;;;il ; J ioutniY of two worlds collid-

itg-"t ,rt"v'oiscover that each deeply

needs the other."'"ii"'-pi"ur"rn is lh"' .1,1:l"icl

ts ara)gelos, as mcssengers of a deeper

and fuller realitY'

Now, 212 publications to choose from!

he new 88/89 Canadian Periodical

i;;itbh";;; Association catalogqe." th? .

;;';;;;;; ihat describes 212 of the latest

best Canadian magazines'

There's an incredibly wide variety of topics'

points of view and special interests'

Thev're all yours to choose from when you

n"i[,ut curr;nt catalogue with its easy-to-use

ietachable order form'

Fill in the attached coupon today and.-for just
-$i 

1to .or", postage and handling)' we'll send you

our new catalogue.

lease send me the new 88/89 CPPA catalogue'

i"rlii'" ,iv;i',;q"; for $2 to cover postase and

handling.

and
NAME

AOORESS

clw

2 Stewart Street,
Toronto, Ontario
M5V lH6
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Easy
ASSOCIATIONS ACROSS:
I kinship links
1l anger
12 become/exist
13 to save
15 Abbey frater
l7 rub out
19 fear and wonder combined
21 controller
24 watches for fire
26 from (Fr.)
27 rcmpore regis
28 indicator of sameness
30 a hobo
3l largest populated place in US
32 new Russian policy
36 intellectual persons
37 United Brethren
39 a store
4l to stray from the path
45 a hired fare
46 one who listens
47 rcmove uncultivated plants
48 source ofinstinctive energy
49 cutting part ofa weapon
51 do, re, mc...
52 go wide of the mark
53 unit for logarithmic ratios of

Power

by Sheighlah I{ickey

Easy
ASSOCIATIONS DOWN:
2 for example
3 a melody or tune
4 swap
5 that is to say
6 chemical symbol for niobium
7 watched
8 angry with
9 money of latin american

countries
10 f,xed expression ofcharacter
14 the state ofbeing I partner
15 swamp bog
16 order of merit
18 radius
20 cautious
22 Wipfler's pics
23 vaernt' foolish
25 to choke or stop up
29 stupid
33 one of two women with same dad
34 Chad (Fr.)
35 atmospherc surrounding a being
38 horses native to Barbary
40 a castrated bull
42 to manure
43 ajelly-like substance
44 female sheep
50 princess - for short
5l chemical symbol for iron

Difficult
ASSOCIATIONS ACROSS:
I connections
I I wrath
12 occur
t3 to sieve
15 a brother
77 efface
l9 veneration
2L style antithetical to partnership
24 wanderer
26 place of origin (Fr.)
27 in the time of the kings
28 ancient Roman unit of weighg length
30 body odor
3l a big apple
32 opcnness
36 one who perceives cognitive
37 Reebok's university
39 place where work is done
4l to go aboug wander
45 ground movement of airplane
46 acoustic hearer
47 something scen an useless
48 reservoir of the libido
49 a flat bone
51 4th tone ofdiatonic
52 to overlook
53 Babylonian god of heaven and earth

Difficult
ASSOCIATIONS DOWN:
2 like
3 mixture of gases
4 skilled work
5 Indo-European
6 rare metallic element used in alloys
7 discovered
8 incensed
9 a weight
l0 having no individualiry
14 relationship not based on rank
15 Gothic mud
16 part of a trllntra
18 abr. radix
20 suspicious of
?2 organizational chart, Fr.
23 the void of infinirc spacc
25 prevent speech in a legislative body
29 ahabitual drunkard
33 a head nurse
34 a lake in central Africa
35 air current caused by electricity
38 sharp points offishhook
40 any animal of the bovine family
42 to spread or scatter for drying
43 hairgoo
44 a ram wants
50 tone between do and re
5l most common metal
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